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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Eberhard J. and Green P. (1989). The Development and Testing of 
Warnings for Automotive Lifts (Technical Report UMTRI-89-26). Ann 
Arbor, MI: The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, 
October. 

The purpose of this roject was to develop and test 14 warning labels (both text P and graphics) for automobi e lifts (lifts) identified by the sponsar of this project, the 
Automotive Lift Institute (ALI). Warnings are most likely to be effective when designed 
with the users and their tasks in mind, In this case, motor vehicle lift operators. 

In line with that idea, the authors interviewed six mechanics who were part of two 
focus groups. Issues addressed were: how much experience mechanics had, what 
kinds of injuries typical users had on the job, what current safety practices were, which 
lift designs were good and bad, and which warnings are on lifts they use now. The 
participants were very responsive, and seemed to appreciate the interest on their 
behalf. This preliminary step identified the terminolog used, the need for plain 
language, the lack of formal training among older ers, and problems with 
maintaining warning labels. 

The first experiment involved 24 male mechanics tested at their workplace. They 
were given the 14 warning descriptions (for example-"Use jack stands on vehicles from 
which components will be removed. Removing parts, expecially large ones like 
engines and transmissions, changes the vehicle center of gravity which makes it easier 
for a vehicle to fall off a lift and injure someone"). Subsequently they restated the 
warning in their own words and drew a symbol that represented the warning. 

Based on the ideas from mechanics, the authors developed 2-5 candidate 
warning texts and symbols for each message. Mechanics' suggestions facilitated the 
development of warnings. For example, shown below are four depictions participants 
drew of warning #11, "Do not exceed weight capacity of the li ft...." 

The second experiment involved 50 mechanics, with demographics similar to 
the first set. The were given a booklet containing 42 candidate symbols in one of four 
random orders. h e y  wrote what they thought each symbol meant. The second part of 
the booklet showed each of the candidate symbols and its meaning. The mechanics 
ranked the candidate symbols from best to worst for each warning. In the third section, 
participants ranked the candidate text messages from best to worst for each warning in 
the same manner as the previous section for the symbols. The last part gave six 
warning texts with all possible alternative wordings and asked participants to construct 
their own warning. This part was added on to the experiment after noticing patterns in 
the results of the first experiment. 
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The symbols ranked as the best choice (part 2) were usually the candidates 
most accurately identified (part 3) as was expected. For example, the recommended 
symbol for the first warning shown below was chosen by 94% of the participants as the 
best choice, while they also accurately judged its meaning (90% correctly guessed the 
meaning) without the text. The texts ranked as the best choice were often the most 
detailed candidate text message (9 out of the 14). Although at first this seems unusual, 
upon examining the preferred text, most of the added details give critical information. 
For example, in the text preferred for warning #2, participants preferred the wording 
manufacturer lift points to simply lift points. 

The majority of preferred symbols and texts picked by the participants are what 
the authors expected and feel are the most representative of the warning given. One 
exception was warning #9, where both the symbol and text had negative responses. 
However, in the rankings for text messages, all of the candidates were usually close 
(especially candidate texts for warning 8, 10, and 13), and several alternatives could 
serve equally well. While in all cases the symbol chosen was that preferred by 
mechanics, their feedback was used to modify the leading candidate to develop 
recommended symbols. 

Following are reduced size versions of the 14 warning placards developed. 

Warning #1 Warning #2 
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AWARNING 

- --- 

Warning #3 

AWARNING 

I I 

Warning #5 

Warning #4 

A CAUTION 

1 

Warning #6 
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A CAUTION 

Warning #7 Warning #8 

A CAUTION 

Warning #9 Warning #10 
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Warning #11 Warning #12 

1 1  A NOTICE I 

I I 

Warning #13 

1 1  A NOTICE 1 1  

J 

Warning #14 
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DANGER! 

Smoking can be hazardous 
to your health. 

WARNING! 

Workers must wear 
safety glasses. 

CAUTION! 

Beware of falling rocks. 

Warnings like these are encountered by people every day. Yet, many daily 
tasks where hazards are involved have no written warnings associated with them. 
This report describes the development and evaluation of warning messages and 
symbols for one application, automotive lifts (commonly known as hoists). 

Brief Tutorial on Lifts 

While the sponsor of this research is intimately familiar with the various types of 
lifts, how they work, and what they are used for, many members of the safety and 
human factors community are not. Those familiar with lifts should skip this section. 

There are two basic types of lifts, in-ground and above-ground. Until the 1970's 
almost all of the lifts found in service stations, car dealerships, body and muffler shops, 
and transmission shops were in-ground lifts. These lifts varied according to the way 
they contacted the underside of the vehicle to be lifted. They included axle-engaging 
(fore-aft post, see Figure I ) ,  frame engaging (side-by-side or one post, see Figure 2), 
runway (drive-on, single post), and rocker panel (pad) lifts. Depending on the size of 
the vehicle and the type of the lift, either a single post or twin posts were used. Twin 
posts could be either fore-aft or side-by-side. In lifts for large trucks or buses either the 
posts used were larger in diameter or there were three of them. These posts were 
hydraulically operated and were underground when not in use. 



Figure 1. Axle-Engaging Lift (In-Ground) 

10 
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Close up of latch 

Figure 2. Frame-Engaging Lift (In-Ground) 

11 
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Although the above-ground lifts are not as common as the in-ground lifts, they 
are becoming a larger fraction of the market. Most of the above-ground lifts are two- 
column drive-through. These lifts use arms extending from both posts to lift the vehicle 
at the proper contact points. With the earlier models, the doors of the vehicle being 
lifted could not open fully because they were blocked by the posts. Now models with 
asymmetrical posts are more common, so the car doors can open freely. Other models 
include four-column drive-on lifts, sometimes used for wheel alignments, and short- 
rise service lifts usually used for tire, brake service, and auto body repair. 

Screw lifts use rotating screw pillars 
move the lift arms (cover removed fc 
illustration purposes} 

Figure 3. Two-column Drive-through Lift 

that 
1r 

Althou h space should not be a problem, the transition from in-ground to 
above-groun d lifts can be difficult because of the difference in their construction. Many 
shops with side-by-side in-ground lifts did not allow enough space to install above- 
ground lifts to replace the in-ground. More information on lifts and the correct 
procedures for use and maintenance can be found in the ALI Safety Manual, 1- 

(Automotive Lift Institute, 1989). 
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Issues to Be Addressed 

Before warning signs can be developed and posted, both users and sign 
developers need to have a clear understanding of the function of each sign and how it 
might be used. Specifically, several questions need to be answered. They are: 

1. What kinds of injuries occur and how do they occur? 
For which hazards are warnings really needed? 

2. Who is the intended audience? How much do they know 
about the tasks they are performing? How well can they read? 

3. How do the users think the various warnings should be stated? 

4. Of the several candidate messages proposed for each warning, 
which is best understood? 

Injuries Associated With Automotive Lifts 

To develop an effective set of warnings it is useful to know the kinds of injuries 
that occur and their relative frequency. Conversations with Terry Grisim, a consultant 
to the Automotive Lift Institute (the sponsor of this research) revealed they did not have 
any quantitative data on the frequency of accidents associated with garage lifts. 
Further, a review of the literature led to similar findings. Some useful information was 
obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, from summary statistics generated by the 
Supplementary Data System. That system summarizes worker's compensation 
reports from 28 states. Unfortunately, the SDS summaries available from the U.S. 
Department of Labor were very general. (Those statistics appear in the Appendix.) 

Further analysis, while possible if the SDS data tapes were puchased, was 
beyond the scope of this project. Therefore, the specific number of injuries related to 
automobile lifts is unknown. For this project, ALI provided the warnings based on their 
insights into common injuries and unsafe work practices associated with lifts. 

What Are the Qualities of Good Warning Signs? 

A good warning sign is discriminable from its background, contains graphics 
and text that are legible at distances where users are likely to be, presents information 
in a manner that typical users can understand, is not visually or semantically confused 
with other signs in the set, and finally, presents the information in a manner that 
sufficiently impresses users, so they obey the warning. (See Lehto and Miller, 1986; 
Clark, 1988 for extensive discussion of these issues.) In addition, warning signs must 
often comply with specific design criteria, usually ANSI standards (for example, the 
Specification for Accident Prevention Signs (ANSI 235.1 -1 972), and Proposed 
Specifications for Colors (ANSI 2535.1), Safety Symbols (Z535.3), and Environmental 
and Safety Signs (2535.2)). Of these, the 235.1 specification is particularly important. 
It contains requirements for sign layout, the use of signal words (e.g., "caution"), finish, 
colors, character size, and the use of symbols. 
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The FMC manual (FMC Corporation, 1985) also has some valuable 
suggestions for pictorial displays, as well as suggestions for warning sign format and 
colors involved. It gives details on pictorial design and sign format. Through 
examples, the FMC manual demonstrates how to design simple and direct warning 
signs that would be easy for others to duplicate. 

How Important Are the Various Components of a Sign? 

A typical sign consists of several elements--a shape often coding the type of 
message, a background color, a signal word (e.g., "danger," "caution," etc.), a text 
message, and possibly a picture. The relative contribution of each of these elements 
to a sign's effectiveness has been examined in the literature. (See Clark, 1988; Lehto 
and M~ller, 1988.) 

Also having an influence over whether warnings are obeyed is the nature of the 
hazard, an issue addressed by Wright, Creighton, and Threlfall (1982). Specifically, 
they examined the conditions under which people would read written instructions 
accompanying a consumer product. Sixty products were examined, 30 electrical, 30 
nonelectrical. Within the electrical category were three subcategories: complex to 
operate (e.g,, VCRs), simple to operate (e.g., vacuum cleaner), and battery-powered 
(e.g., digital watch). Subcategories of the non-electrical products were convenience 
foods (e.g., cake mix), domestic tools (e.g., garden shears), and household "potions" 
(e.g., bleach). 

Fifty-two people drawn from three age groups participated. People indicated 
how much of the instructions for each product they would read (none, some, all) and 
rated each product on several dimensions (familiarity, safety, simplicity, cost, 
frequency of use). Overall, people claimed they would read all of the instructions for 
53% of the products, but none of them for 34%. Whether the product was electrical 
had a marked effect on their reported behavior, changing responses for individual 
categories by 15-25%. Within the electrical category, people were more likely to read 
the instructions if the product was complex or was not battery-powered. Within the 
non-electric category, people were more likely to read instructions for "potions," less 
likely for tools, and least likely for foods. For tools, either people did or did not read 
instructions. Few read some of them. Age had no significant effect on these 
responses. 

With regard to product characteristics, all of the characteristics were significantly 
related to how often instructions were read. In general, people were more likely to 
read instructions for products that were unfamiliar, unsafe to use, complex, expensive, 
and infrequently used. The authors believe lift users would view that product as 
familiar, simple, expensive, and frequently used, which implies they might not read a 
separate set of instructions provided with a new lift. While it is difficult to say what the 
exact percentages might be, extrapolation from Wright's work suggests that possibly 
half of the users might not read the lift instructions at all. As lifts become more complex 
(with, for example, addition of warning lights and load indicators), the instructions for 
their use are more likely to be read. 

With regard to sign, color, and shape, there has been little work to examine their 
influence on user performance. Easterby and Hakiel (1 977) examined a related issue, 
user stereotypes for these items. In a pilot experiment several hundred students were 
asked to construct signs for the hazards shown in Figure 4, using the shapes shown in 
Figure 5. Each of these was available in seven colors: red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, black, and white. 
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CAUSTIC 

POISON 

MO DE 
Darcdptive Praruipt ivr Pmcriptive 

Figure 4. Hazards Explored by Easterby and Hakiel (1977) 

S!-!!4PE 

Triangle Circle Rectangl a Square 

Background 

Enclosure 

Figure 5. Sign Shapes Explored by Easterby and Hakiel (1977) 
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The stereotypes are shown in Table 1 below. In general people wanted black 
and white triangular signs for poison and caustic warnings, and red and white 
triangular signs for fire. 

Table 1. Stereotypes Reported by Easterby and Hakiel (1977) 

----------- Hazard Stereotypes (and %) ----------- 
Item Fire Poison Caustic ------------------------------------------.----------------------------------.---------------------- 
Color 

Image red (45 
Background white(57 
Enclosure red (39 
Surround null (56) null (55) 

Shape 
Enclosure tri up (46) tri up (36 
Background tri up (48) triup(37/ tri up (34 triup(41 
Surround null (56) null (56) null (55 

This experiment was repeated (with slight modifications) in the field with an 
additional 80 people, and then repeated in the laboratory with an additional 53 
people. Similar results were obtained and none of the stereotypes changed. 

One of the better studies of warning sign content is that of Friedman (1 988), 
which examined how adding symbols altered behavior. A total of 144 college students 
were shown containers for liquid drain opener (familiar product) and wood cleaner 
(unfamiliar). People were given each product and asked to unclog a sink or clean an 
antique coal bin. They were told the purpose of the study was to examine how 
listening to music affected their work. (All were in the "no music" conditions.) 

On the front of each container was the product name, a logo, and the message, 
"Hazardous: See back panel." The back panel was split into five sections: a warning 
message, a promotional paragraph, how to use the product, what it could be used for, 
and a list of ingredients. There were six versions of the back panel for each product. 
Three of each warned about eye contact. Three warned about inhaling fumes. For 
each three there was a "words only" version, and two with symbols. The versions with 
symbols showed either what to do (e.g., a face with goggles on) or the consequences 
(e.g., crying as a result of the fumes). 

While 88% noticed the warnings, only 46% read them completely, and only 
27% followed them (put on nearby respirator or goggles). Less than half were able to 
recall the danger associated with these products or the precautions required. Neither 
the presence of a symbol nor the type of symbol used affected participants' behavior, 
though these factors did interact w~th others. It is quite possible that symbols had a 
minimal effect because the graphics were not well done. 

This study is important because its conclusions are based on observations of 
real user behavior, not just survey data. However, the sample size was somewhat 
small (1 2 people in each of the 12 groups). Nonetheless, it does suggest that a critical 
problem in the design of warnings is getting people to read the warnings in the first 
place. 
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There are several studies that view symbols in a more positive light. For 
example, Paniati (1988) showed slides of 30 common highway signs at various visual 
angles. Within the set of 30 were pairs of signs, one of which had a text message 
("stop ahead") and one of which had a graphic alternative. The viewers' task was to 
say when they could read each sign. In a second condition, the symbolic signs were 
shown ("at a large size") and people said what they meant. The symbolic signs were 
recognized at anywhere from equal to 4.4 times the distance of the word signs, with a 
mean of 2.8 times the distance. (These findings are in line with the work of Jacobs, 
Johnston, and Cole (1 975), who reported a factor of two.) However, comparative 
comprehension data were not collected. These data suggest that symbol signs may 
be useful where display area is restricted. 

Young and Wogalter (1988) explored the extent to which icons, coupled with 
modifications of text format, affected how well warnings were remembered. Sixty-four 
college students read 10-page manuals for a gas-powered electric generator, a 
product with which they were unfamiliar. There were four versions--either icons were 
present or absent, and the warning text was either conspicuous or not. (See Figure 6.) 

Figure 1. Example of a Warning as 8 function of Conspicuous Print and lcons 

Plain Print, lcons Absent 

Warning: To prevent electric shock from faulty appliances, the 
generator should be grounded. Connect a length of heavy 
wire between the ground terminal and the ground source. 

Plain Print, lcons Present 

Warning: To prevent electric shock from faulty appliances, the 
generator should be grounded. Connect a length of heavy 
w,re between the ground terminal and the ground source. 

Conspicuous Print, lcons Absent 

Conspicuous Print, lcons Present 

Note: Shading represents orange highlighting. 

Figure 6. Example Warnings from Young and Wogalter (1988) 
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Afterwards participants were asked 10 questions about what the warnings 
meant (e.g., What will happen if the generator is run with the choke OPEN?). They 
were also shown a set of 36 icons which included 9 from the warnings. They indicated 
which they had seen before and wrote down what each icon meant. Adding icons 
significantly improved warning recall (by 5-20%, depending on scoring criteria). While 
conspicuous print improved recall (by 1-1 8%), its effect was not statisitically significant. 
The authors assert, quite correctly, that warnings that are recalled are more likely to be 
obeyed. However, the effect of warning format on performance was not demonstrated. 

Another advantage of symbols is their reputed language-free nature (e.g., 
Collins, Lerner, and Pierman, 1982). There have been no empirical studies that 
compare the comprehension of symbols and words across languages or cultures. 

All of the factors discussed--nature of the hazard, instructions, sign color and 
shape, and use of symbols--have not been tested extensively. However, in 
considering warning signs for lifts, the best method for warning the users appears to 
be symbols with accompanying concise intructions. It combines the greater flexibility 
of responding from greater distances (due to the symbol), and accurately providing 
instructions (through the text). Because the problems associated with lifts are often 
more complicated than the simple warnings given in the examples above (such as fire 
and smoke hazards), the users (for this ex eriment, mechanics) must be consulted in 
order to decide what should be displayed ! symbols, text, color, shape) and how. 

How Should Signs and Symbols Be Evaluated? 

The most widely accepted human factors approach to product development is 
that of iterative design. Gould and Lewis (1985) describe this approach as being 
based on three basic principles: early focus on the users and tasks, empirical 
measurement, and iterative design. Early focus on users and tasks means getting to 
know users on a first-hand basis, observing them directly, and soliciting their input 
during design. Empirical measurement refers to quantifying how well users do their 
tasks and then measuring their performance. Iterative design refers to design, testing, 
redesign, and retesting as a process that repeats until desired performance goals are 
met. 

The general topic of symbol design is one for which there is a considerable 
body of literature. (See Zwaga, 1974; Green and Pew, 1978; Lerner and Collins, 
1980a; 1980b.) Given the Gould and Lewis approach, a key first step in any message 
development process involves identifying what is in current use. In the case of 
symbols, that involves consulting compendia such as the SvmboI Sourcebook 
(Dreyfuss, 1972). In the case of automotive lifts, there are no existing symbols. 
However, the recommended strategy is to develop s mbols (and word messages) 

evidence to support that approach. 
f based on input from typical users of the messages. here is strong experimental 

Mudd and Karsh (1 961) had 125 soldiers draw pictures that might be used to 
identify controls and displays in military vehicles (winch brake, starter, etc.). For 
example, in a second study 94 soldiers were shown 56 symbols, 22 of which were 
"distractors" for some of the functions of interest. Soldiers were asked to select the 
name from a list of 90 that matched each symbol. For 23 of the 34 symbols, matching 
performance was significantly better for those developed using the production method 
and in only 3 cases was it significantly worse. 
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In a subsequent experiment, an additional 96 soldiers were shown each of the 
34 symbols one at a time and asked to select a matching name from a list of 34. Here 
26 of the symbols developed using the production method were significantly better, 
while only 5 were significantly worse. When this experiment was repeated with an 
additional 21 officers from 8 countries (with the names available in their native 
languages), few differences were found. These negative findings may be because of 
the small sample size and because the stereotypes were based on data from 
American soldiers, not soldiers from their native countries. As a group these Army 
studies show that symbols based in stereotype input are much more likely to be 
understood than those developed without such information. 

This procedure has been used in numerous studies conducted by UMTRl 
scientists over the years (e.g., Green, 1979; Green and Burgess, 1980; Gingold, 
Shteingart, and Green, 1981 ; Green, 1981 ; Sayer and Green, 1988a, 1988b). They 
have found the procedure to be a simple and effective method for identifying candidate 
symbols. It should be noted that just because a particular image is most common in 
participants' drawings doesn't mean it will be the optimum symbol for a function. It is 
important to give the drawings to an artist to "clean up" before further testing occurs. 
Further, it is clear that such tests should constrain what people are allowed to draw by 
forcing them to draw the image in a small area and use a wide tip felt pen, so that 
detail is minimized. This simplifies the artist's task. It is clear that test participants 
should have a perspective of the product similar to the intended users, but artistic skill 
is not important. For example, Gingold, Shteingart, and Green (1 981) obtained useful 
information from truck drivers. 

As noted earlier, good symbols and messages are immediately understood, but 
if not, easily learned, legible at great distances, and neither visually nor semantically 
confusable. It is clear from the literature that many of these properties are 
independent. For example, Green and Pew (1978) had 50 students respond to 19 
symbols used to identify automobile controls and displays. In one task, people pointed 

' to the symbol in an array matching the one identified in a driving scenario. 
Subsequently, they were shown picture-name pairs and asked to rate how 
communicative the symbol was. (The standard was the international front hood 
symbol, assigned a value of 10.) In a paired-associate learning task, people were 
shown all s mbols one at a time and asked to name them. The process was repeated Y until all cou d be named without error. In the response time task, a symbol name was 
read and then people were shown a slide of a symbol. They responded by pressing 
one of two buttons ("same" or "different"). 

While the tasks were reliable, performance in only a few of the tasks was 
correlated. The highest correlation was .73, between the association norms and the 
communicativeness ratings. These data reinforce the notion that symbol and message 
attributes (e.g., initial identification, legibility, discriminability, etc.) should be viewed as 
independent qualities, which to varying degrees are assessed by specific tests. 
Because no single paper and pencil like task can adequately assess a message's 
effectiveness, a battery of tests is required. 

In summary, the literature contains a reasonable exploration of alternative 
methods for evaluating signs, but few studies that compare alternative methods. 
Particularly lacking, however, are studies that examine the influence of content (color, 
shape, use of symbols, wording, etc.) on actual behavior, as opposed to reputed 
behavior obtained from surveys. 



- Introduction - 

Research Plan for This Project 

The first phase of this experiment was to meet with groups of lift operators in 
their work setting. The purpose was to get to know the users and their tasks. These 
focus groups considered various issues related to the use of lifts, including the training 
and background of operators in both automotive work and using lifts, the hazards 
associated with lifts, lift-related accidents people have seen, and how lift design might 
be improved. This early focus on users gave the experimenters a better sense of who 
the users were, suggested what information needed to be collected about study 
participants, and guided participant selection. 

After this step was completed, 24 lift operators were given 14 warning 
descriptions and asked to write in their own words what an appropriate warning sign 
should say correspondin to the message given. They were then asked to draw a 
graphic representation o ? the warning. This second step follows Gould and Lewis' first 
principle by focusing on what lift users do (and need to know). 

Based on that input from lift users, several warning signs for each function were 
developed. The second experiment of this project tested the effectiveness of the 
warnings developed from Experiment 1, by using 50 lift operators. They were shown 
several candidate symbols in a random order and wrote down what they thought each 
meant. Subsequently they ranked each symbol and text message from best to worst. 
In line with the empirical measurement principle, statistics summarizing participant 
performance were computed, and from that evidence, candidate symbols were 
identified. 

Finally, in line with the iterative design principle, comments and other feedback 
from participants were used to modify the candidates, and produce the final designs. 



FOCUS GROUP 
Purpose 

The purpose of the focus groups was to get a sense of the lift users' perspective 
of their jobs, the hazards involved, protective equipment and measures used (or 
needed), and how warnings should be designed and placed to benefit the user. 

Test Plan 

Test Participants 

The authors met with two focus groups consisting of three men each. The first 
group worked for a local lift distributor, and was interviewed on June 1, 1989. The 
second group, all employees at a major auto manufacturer's proving grounds, was 
interviewed on June 7, 1989. These volunteers were identified by their employers as 
knowledgeable lift users. They had 6-25 years of experience. 

Test Equipment and Materials 

The materials consisted of consent forms that participants completed and a list 
of questions used by the experimenters to guide the discussion. The list (not seen by 
participants) contained 19 questions divided into three categories--operators (th.eir 
experience, training, safety practices, and injuries), warnings (types currently used, 
characteristics that make a warning more readable), and lift design (how could it be 
improved, repairs, what types are used most often). (The complete list is in Appendix 
A,) 

The experimenters took several pictures with an Olympus OM-1 35-mm camera, 
and audio taped the session with a Kenwood KX48C stereo cassette deck connected 
to a Crown PZM-30R pressure zone microphone. 

Test Activities and Their Sequence 

The focus group session was very informal. The experimenters and participants 
in the focus group sat at tables facing each other. The experimenters began the 
dialogue by introducing themselves. Subsequently, the participants did likewise and 
described their current job. For the remainder of each session, the experimenters 
used the question list as a guide rather than asking every question in a fixed order. In 
some cases participants' responses to questions eliminated the need to ask others. 
Each session lasted one hour. 

Results 

Most of the participants were very responsive to the authors' probes and would 
elaborate on their responses with minimal prodding. Following are the highlights from 
the interviews with questions and responses grouped by category--operators, 
warnings, and lift design. 



- Focus Group - 

Questions About Operators 

Where did you learn to operate a lift? How did you get your training? 

Most of the operators knew the basics of vehicle mechanics before they 
specifically began using lifts. They professed to be mechanically inclined, athough 
they usually did not have any formal training on lifts, and learned through experience. 
For many, learning about machinery, including lifts, was part of growing up. For 
example, one mechanic grew up on a farm. Another worked in a stamping plant 
where he learned the basics of hydraulics. Others worked in family businesses. (One 
man's father had a garage.) Training in the armed forces was also important. 
Participants reported that many of the younger mechanics are now trained in 
vocational schools or special training programs sponsored by their employer. Many of 
the operators simply learned through experience. 

The three people from Allied were involved with the installation and 
maintenance of lifts. They noted that training lift users about safety is part of the 
installation process, though the training is not formalized. They indicated that they 
use feedback from mechanics to determine how much time to spend on training. All 
training is informal. For people who are familiar with lifts, most users, training sessions 
last about 10 minutes. For engineers and others who do not use lifts on a regular 
basis, sessions last 30 minutes to an hour. 

Have you or anyone you know been injured using a lift? 

Most of the operators knew someone who had been hurt on the job, but none of 
the participants reported they had been injured. The most common injuries reported 
were pinched fingers, mild concussions, smashed toes, etc. These were sometimes 
the result of carelessness on the part of the mechanic (incorrect pick-up points, 
running into the lift post, hitting head on the underside of the car, etc.). 

Severe injuries and deaths were thought to be rare. Only one operator cited an 
example of death as a result of a lift mishap. (The victim was trapped under a falling 
car.) Severe injuries generally occur when cars are incorrectly spotted on lifts (to 
provide front door clearance as described later) and when major components are 
removed, leading to major shifts in the center of gravity. This combination makes it 
much easier for vehicles to fall off lifts. (This was particularly likely, for example, when 
the engine or transmission was removed from a Pontiac Fiero.) In other scenarios, low 
fluid levels led to a lift dropping rapidly and the vehicle bouncing. 

Minor injuries were much more common. One participant mentioned that he 
has witnessed several tool boxes crushed by lifts being lowered. Despite the risk for 
injuries, most mechanics and lift operators do not seem to be too concerned with 
safety. One interviewee remarked that most mechanics have a "cocky, don't care" 
attitude. 

One interviewee expressed the view that problems often arise not with 
mechanics but with engineers and other occassional users. Their problems were 
examined in only one focus group. 



Do the operators wear safety equipment on the job? 

Although there are regulations to wear hard hats and safety glasses, many 
operators never wear any protection (perhaps due to their attitude, as noted 
previously). One of the intetviewees noted that hard hats are awkward to wear when 
under the car because they have a tendency to fall off. In order to see what they are 
doing, mechanics often tilt their heads back. One solution might be to provide a 
helmet with a chinstrap. If it was light-weight, well ventilated, didn't reduce their field- 
of-view, and thin (so as not to reduce clearance), such as with "open style" bicycle 
helmets, mechanics might be persuaded to wear them. 

The mechanics' attitude towards safety depended very much upon their 
employer, and was much more positive for large organizations. Those working at auto 
manufacturer proving grounds were very concerned about safety practices and many 
had completed safety classes. However, many of the small "Mom & Popn garages 
were reported to be less concerned with educating their employees about safety 
practices. The participants noted that, in general, there has recently been an increase 
in the awareness of the importance of safety, apparently due to OSHA's stiffer 
inspection policies. 

Questions About Warnings 

Are there any warning signs relating to lift use and protection? 

Generally speaking, there are no warning signs on or around the lifts. The only 
warnings used, if at all, were weight capacities, which were usually worn off after a 
couple of years. Mechanics noted that in some instances posted weight capacities 
were too high because the air pressure being supplied was well below the design 
level. 

If warnings were to be added, what should they look like, and where should 
they be located? 

According to a couple of the participants, the in-ground lifts are repainted 
frequently and so any warnings located on the lift itself are likely to be painted over. 
The dirt, grease, and overall condition of the garage could make a warning difficult to 
see or hide it completely. One of the participants suggested providing stencils so the 
warnings could be reapplied. They also suggested painting the warnings on the floor, 
or possibly using placards that could be hung on a wall and then removed if the lift 
was moved to a new location or was painted. All of the participants enthusiastically 
endorsed the use of pictures for warnings. They also suggested that the text 
messages be short and simple, and in large print so they could be easily read. 



- Focus Group - 

Questions About Lift Design 

What are the problems with lift installation and operation? 

According to the participants from Allied, Inc., most mechanics are very familiar 
with lifts, especially in the dealerships. However, that familiarity does not always result 
in following standard procedures when operating a lift. For example, most new cars 
have a manual that shows the proper pick-up points, but most mechanics do not refer 
to them. One of the interviewees mentioned that the manual pick-up points are not 
always accurate. Retrieving that documentation is invariably difficult. Evidently, when 
mechanics cannot find the pick-up points, they guess rather than consult the manual. 
Another interviewee commented that he has seen mechanics pick up a car from the 
bumpers, or other weak and relatively unsupported areas. Mechanics commented that 
a standard set of markings underneath the vehicle to identify pick-up points would be a 
possible solution to this problem. One mechanic noted that Rolls-Royce marked the 
pick-up points. With incorrect spotting, the problem is usually one of damage to the 
underbody of a customer's vehicle, not an injury to a mechanic because of vehicle 
movement. 

In one participant's opinion, the biggest problem with above-ground lifts is 
openin the front doors of a car while it is on the lift. To make opening the doors 
easier ! so they can get in and out) there was a report that mechanics drive the car too 
far forward on the lift. This problem was most severe when front-wheel-drive cars first 
came out (because of the extra weight in the front). Now several lift manufacturers 
have developed surface lifts that allow the front doors to swing completely free 
(assymetric posts and arms). 

Also cited were problems with lift locks that were difficult to engage or did not 
hold. When coupled with situations where lifts dropped too quickly (mentioned 
earlier), injuries could occur. 

Another problem mechanics identified occurs when above-ground lifts are 
installed to replace in-ground lifts. The above-ground lifts take up more room because 
the posts are situated far enough apart for a vehicle to drive through rather than over 
the posts as in the in-ground lifts. The additional width required can create problems. 
One interviewee described a situation where the spacing was so tight that people 
would have to walk underneath a car elevated on a lift in order to get to the other side. 
There was no room for them to go around the lift. The spacing also makes cleaning 
around the above-ground lifts more difficult. 

Low light levels underneath lifts was also raised as a concern. When a car is on 
the lift, it tends to block the light from above, thus making it more difficult to work on the 
underside of the car. One participant suggested painting the floor white. Attaching 
lighting fixtures to the sides of the posts is also a possibility. 

It should be emphasized that at no time did people in the focus groups describe 
lifts as unreasonably dangerous pieces of equipment. 



EXPERIMENT 1, SYMBOL PRODUCTION 
The purpose of this experiment was to obtain suggestions from lift users as to 

what text and pictures should be used for 14 warnings related to lifts. 

Test Plan 

Participants 

Twenty-four men, ages 18 to 57, participated in this study (mean a e=37). They 
were volunteers from local (Ann Arbor) setvice stations, car dealerships, +he 
University of Michigan heavy equi ment garage (Transportation Services), and the 
General Motors Proving Grounds P Milford, Michigan). Most of the participants were 
full-time mechanics (17), 2 were heavy equipment mechanics, and 3 were service 
managers. Free juice and doughnuts were used to encourage partici ation. The g participants were not paid because the mechanics employed by the eneral Motors 
Proving Grounds (GMPG), were not allowed to accept pay from outside sources. 
Because the GMPG provided 113 of those tested, the authors decided all participants 
should be unpaid. All of the men tested had at least a high school education, 4 had 
trade school education, and 5 had some college education. 

All participants had experience with automotive lifts (1 to 35 years, mean=14). 
Six participants had received injuries from lifts. A few mentioned hitting their head or 
feet on the hoist, walking into the hoist post, or pinched fingers as injuries they had 
received. Only one mentioned a serious injury, where a faulty drop light caused 
gasoline fumes to explode, resulting in serious facial burns to the worker. 

All of the operators were familiar with in-ground lifts of various types, with axle 
(88%) and frame-engaging (63%) being the most common. Only 38% used runway 
lifts, and 29% used rocker panel lifts. Those who had experience in above-ground 
hoists, 8 out of the 24, all used the 2-column hoist. Only 1 mechanic had used a four- 
post above ground lift, and 2 had used a short-rise above-ground lift. Most of the 
participants (84%) had learned how to operate a hoist through an experienced 
operator or friend. 

Test Materials 

The experiment materials were photocopies of a ten-page test booklet and 
broad-tipped felt pens. A biographical sheet and consent form were also included. 
(See Appendix B.) The first page of the test booklet contained instructions and an 
example. The following pages contained descriptions of 14 warnings (provided by 
ALI) , 2-114 inch square boxes in which to draw symbols, and lines to write the 
message in their own words. 

Test Activities and Their Sequence 

The participants were tested on the job, and slides were taken with a 35-mm 
Olympus OM-1 camera. Broad tipped felt pens were used in an attempt to limit the 
amount of detail people included in their drawings. Fine details cannot be easily or 
economically incorporated in the actual symbols for warning labels. 

Participants completed the test booklet at work, usually in a neighboring office, 
conference room, or lounge. After completing the biographical data sheet and signing 
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the consent form, participants proceeded with the drawings and text. The warnings 
were rouped in two categories. The first 11 were specific warnings, which were 9 critica to the well-being of the operator, and the last 3 were general warnings dealing 
with basic operational and safety principles for automotive lifts. (The warnings are 
listed below in condensed fashion.) 

Specific 

1. Use jack stands 
2. Vehicle pick-up points 
3. Don't stand under hoist 
4. Don't shake vehicle 
5. Run away if vehicle falls 
6. Keep feet clear of hoist 

7. Unauthorized people 
stay out 

8. Trained operator only 
9. Use auxiliary adapters 

10. Use extenders 
1 1. Don't overload hoist 

12. Read manual before using 
13. Don't operate if malfunctioning 
14. Periodic inspection required 

The survey took participants 30-50 minutes to complete. 

Results 

Reduced versions of the participants' drawings are shown in Appendix B. A few 
of the drawings are shown on the following pages; however, it is worthwhile to look at 
the complete list of drawings in the appendix. The authors designed the warnings 
based solely on the interpretations of the participants. The text messages written by 
the participants are shown in unedited form immediately following the drawings, in 
Appendix 8. The participants found the specific warnings relatively easy to draw 
symbols for (e.g., "Don't stand under hoist while raising or lowering vehicle"), while the 
general warnings were more difficult (e.g., for "Periodic inspection required", seven 
participants left the spaces blank). Also, participants often included words in their 
pictures for warnings they found difficult to represent (contrary to the instructions). 

For the most part, the authors found many of the drawings very insightful and 
frequently entertaining. All of the participants, except one, chose to draw symbols 
using in-ground lifts, corresponding to the lift in which case they were most familiar. 
Most of the drawings were done from a side view, probably because it was easier to 
draw. The participants were very helpful and offered good suggestions. 

For some of the warnings (e.g., "Use jack stands when removing heavy 
objects") there were surprisingly several similarities in what people drew. In the jack 
stand case, almost all of the drawings included a picture of a jack stand, and many 
showed an engine being removed to represent a large component with which jack 
stands would be needed for stability. (For warning # I  see drawings from participant 
# I ,  2, 9, 18 and #5, 10, 12, 13, 14.) Other warnings such as warning # I  1 -"Do not 
exceed the weight capacity," showed very clever ways of depicting too much weight on 
a hoist. Some used large trucks or vans, others used loaded vehicles, and some 
showed a hoist breaking under the strain of the weight. Warnings like #3-8 involved 
drawing people interacting with a hoist. These pictures were often very creative and 
humorous (warning #6-"Keep feet clear of hoist"). 
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Not all of the pictures were accurate or even completed. Warning #9, on use of 
auxiliary adapters, was very confusing for some participants. Several asked the 
authors what an auxiliary adapter was. Many seemed to get it confused with 
extenders as shown in warning #lo. For the general warnings (#12-14) participants 
often left spaces blank, as mentioned previously. It was very difficult for them to draw a 
symbol representing "Periodic inspect~on required" (Warning #14). But in general, the 

1 articipants were able to understand the warning descriptions, and the need for simple 
ut meaningful drawings. 

When creating text to accompany the symbol, many chose to use language 
similar to the warning description given, only shorter. One very interesting 
development was the strong patterns shown in several of the texts. (See Figure 7.) 
These six patterns were incorporated into the next experiment. Warning # l  -Always 
use jack stands, had a pattern that fit 8 of the 24 responses. The other warnings with 
strong patterns were, warning #4-Don't shake vehicle while on hoist, which had 9 texts 
that fit a pattern, warnin #6's-Keep feet clear of hoist, which had 11 responses that fit 
a pattern, warning #8's- E xperienced operator only, with 9 responses fitting a pattern, 
warning #lo's-Use extenders when required, with 10 responses fitting a pattern, and 
warning #I 2's-Read safety manual before using, with 8 responses fittlng a pattern. 

2. 1 Don't I rock (ing) / vehicle I --- while on hoist I 
I Never I shake (ing) I car 
I Avoid (excessive) I jott (ing) 

I 
I 

I jounce (ing) I 

Figure 7. Patterned Text for Warning #2 

Preferences for terminolog varied with the participant. Some preferred the 
wording "safety stands" instead o / "jack stands," "extentions" for "extenders," and, as 
mentioned previously, extenders and adapters were often interchanged. Many 
participants simply shortened the message description given. A complete listing of the 
texts is shown following the drawings in Appendix B. 
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EXPERIMENT 2, 
SELECTION OF SYMBOLS AND TEXT 

Test Plan 

The purpose of this phase was to evaluate candidate symbols and texts based 
on suggestions previously obtained from the mechanics. From that data 
recommended symbols and warning texts were developed. 

Participants 

Fifty automotive service mana ers, mechanics, and technicians participated in 
this experiment. The men were paid 1 10 in cash upon completion. They were paid as 
an incentive to participate, because of the difficulty in recruiting subjects for 
Experiment 1. They were recruited by telephone conversations with general 
managers, service managers, and service directors at local dealers, service stations, 
and the General Motors Proving Grounds. As before, participants at the Proving 
Grounds were not paid because of rules in effect there. 

Participants ranged in age from 19 to 55 (mean age=32). The majority of the 
men had completed high school (98%). Most had been trained by an experienced 
operator, someone at the shop or service manager, etc. (74%). On the avera el the 
participants had 11 years experience working on lifts (range of 1-35 years). 8nly 30% 
worked on above-ground lifts on a regular basis, although a large portion had some 
experience or exposure to above-ground lifts. Again, the most popular types of lifts 
were the axle and frame-engaging in-ground lifts (80% and 66% respectively). The 
majority of garages where the participants worked had only in-ground lifts installed. (A 
few of these had a four-post above ground runway lift for wheel alignments as well.) 
Only two shops tested and the GM Proving Grounds had above-ground lifts installed. 

The participants had very similar characteristics to those of Experiment 1. Only 
10 participants reported receiving minor injuries while working on a lift. Again these 
injuries consisted of pinched fingers, hitting head on lift, and crushing feet under lift. 
Eleven of the mechanics said they knew of others who had been injured. These 
injuries were similar to those mentioned above. 

Test Materials 

Participants were given a 39-page booklet, a consent form and biographical 
data sheet. The first page of the booklet contained some instructions and two 
examples. The remaining pages contained four parts. The first part, also the longest, 
(1 6 pages) showed all of the warning pictures in a random order. The second part 
showed the candidate symbols grouped by the warnings they represented. The 
warning description was at the top of each page followed by 2-5 candidate symbols. 
The last two portions of the experiment dealt with the warning text. The pictures and 
text messages were developed based on the suggestions from participants in the 
Symbol Production Experiment (Experiment 1). 
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Test Activities and Their Sequence 

Participants were tested at their workplace at convenient times during their work 
day, including before and after hours. After completing the consent form and 
biographical data sheet, they began working on the test booklet. Participants wrote 
above each picture what they thought it meant. The second part involved ranking the 
2-5 pictures from best to worst for each warning. Best was defined as "the picture 
which most accurately described the warning given." Participants then wrote a "1" next 
to the best choice, a "2" by the second best choice and so forth. In the third part, 
participants ranked three candidate texts for each warning in the same manner as the 
pictures (1 for best, 2 for second, and 3 for worst). Lastly, the participants were asked 
to construct their preferred warnin text for six selected warnin s, given several word 
selections from which to choose. 9 See Experiment 1, Figure 7. The experiment took 
between 45 minutes and an hour to complete. 

3 
Results 

The analysis of the lift users' preferences for warning symbols and texts 
appears on the following pages (one warning per page). After the test was completed 
the experimenter "scored" the participants answers based on the "correctness" of their 
interpretation (responses to the first part of the experiment as described above) and 
gave a number corresponding to their answer. The scoring was as follows: 

1 = Completely correct answer 
2 = Partially correct but still not specific enough 
3 = Wrong 
4 = No response 

These numbers corresponded with the ranking from best to worst, given to the 
symbols. Ideally, the most preferred symbol should have a low mean value (since 
1 =best, 2=second and so on), and a low response (or correctness) score (mean for 
each symbol where l=completely correct, 2=partially correct, and so on). For 
consistency, only one person scored the responses (the first author). 

Computation of the "correctness" score was done in three steps. The initial step 
was to decide if the participant's message was the same or very close to the warning 
intended. The first author looked for key words in the participant's responses. 
Phrases like "Watch your feet" for the warning #6-Keep feet clear while lowering hoist, 
would get a score of (2). The participant understood that he needed to watch his feet, 
but neglected to mention why (the lift was being lowered), and did not include all the 
information. However, participant #34, (see responses in Appendix C for reference) 
wrote "Keep feet clear when lowering hoist." This response received a score of (1) 
because all of the necessary information was included. 

The second step in scoring was to determine if the intended action (what to do) 
was correct. Some of the responses, although accurate according to the picture, did 
not reflect the warning intended. For example, participant #49 mistook picture #21, 
Warning #4-"Do not shake the car while on the hoist" to be "Do not run the car while on 
the hoist", because the picture representing a shaking car also looked like a car that 
was running. That person received a score of (3) for the response. Another example 
of a participant's misinterpreted action was for warning #8, picture 9-"Only trained 
operator should operate hoist", depicted an operator with a lightbulb above his head. 
This was supposed to represent someone who knew what to do, and was trained to 
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operate the lift. However, it was misinterpreted by subject #5 and others to mean "Use 
plenty of light." This response also received a score of (3). 

The third step concerned whether the participant really understood the nature of 
the hazard (what's wrong). This was the most difficult factor to score. An example of 
this problem would be the response to candidate symbol # I  1, warning #14-"Periodic 
maintenance required." Participant #7 stated "Always notify others of equipment in 
repair." This received a score of (2). The participant understood the nature of the 
hazard, but neglected to mention that a routine check-up is necessary for the lift. 

The participants' responses were candid first impressions of what they thought 
about the meaning of the symbol. Because no words or previous identification could 
help them, the participants tried to figure out what the symbol meant at the first glance. 
From their responses, the authors modified the preferred candidates in several cases 
to reduce the number of misinterpretations. 

On the following pages, the recommended symbol for each of the 14 warnings 
is shown, followed by the results for the warnings text. At the top left-hand corner is a 
table showing the rankings for each of the candidate symbols (how many chose 
symbol A as their number one choice, how man chose symbol B as their number one 
choice, etc.), along with the missing data tally. ? People either skipped the page, or 
they didn't like any of the symbols listed, so they chose to leave that page blank.) Also 
given are the mean rankings for each of the candidate symbols. The means range 
from 1 to 5 (depending on the number of candidate symbols), with smaller values 
representing better warnings (since 1 =best, 2=second, 3=third and so on). Following 
the mean rankings are the response scores for each candidate symbol. Following this 
data is the percent correct score for each candidate (percentage of participants who 
received a grade 1 for the response (naming) task) and the mean correctness score. 
Ideally the recommended symbol, always represented as symbol A, will have a low 
mean ranking, a high percent correct, and a low correctness score. 

Following the fourteen warning symbol rankings are the rankings for the text 
messages. These follow the same format without the performance data. For warnings 
with patterns, the data from the patterned text are shown. The number of participants 
who chose each word selection is shown next to the word. 
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ds when removfna laroe -  art^ 

Bes t  
A 

Preference 

1 = correct 
2= par t i a l l y  cor rec t  
3= wrong 
4= no response 

Where people were asked t o  rank these symbols 
f rom best t o  wors t ,  symbol A was preferred by 47 
of the 50 people. This d i f fe rence was s t a t i s t i c a l l y  
s ign i f i cant  (Chi-Square= l 16, pc.00 I ) .  Symbol A 
a lso had the highest score i n  the naming task, 1.30 
(Kruskal-Wal l is  s t a t i s t i c =  41.977,  pc.00 I ) .  
Almost  a l l  of the par t i c ipants  (78%) cor rec t ly  
i den t i f i ed  the meaning o f  symbol A. 

Responses ident i f ied  as cor rec t  include: "Use 
support stands when removing engine," "Use 
addit ional support fo r  veh ic le  when performing 
heavy component changes," "Use jack stands when 
changing we ight  of car on ho is t . "  Responses 
i den t i f i ed  as pa r t i a l l y  co r rec t  include: "Use safety 
stands," "Correct usage o f  ho i s t  " Very few  
par t i c ipants  completely missed the meaning of 
symbol A. One In terpre ta t ion  was,"Watch fo r  
obstruct ions." Refer t o  Appendix C for  the exact 
wording of the responses. 

The recommended symbol was  modi f ied s l i gh t l y  t o  
accommodate drawing guidel ines as shown i n  the 
FNC manual (FMC, 1985). Because of the h igh 
rankings and high average correctness score, f ew  
changes were introduced. However, the car  and 
engine were colored In  b lack  ra ther  than gray i n  
accordance w l  t h  the FNC manual (which does not 
recommend gray). 

Recommended Choice 
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Preference 

2 12 2 0  16 0 3 .00  5 12 18 15 14 2.37 

Use recommended vehicle ~ l c k u ~  o o l n t s  
A 
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Best  

Q, 
u 

4 B - 
0 

s c U 
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I =cor rec t  
Candidate symbol A was preferred 2=par t i a l l y  cor rec t  
by 43 of the 5 0  people tested, a 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s ign i f i cant  di f ference 4=no response 
(Chi-square= 136, p<.OO 1 ) .  
However, only s l i gh t l y  over hal f  of 
the par t ic ipants ( 5 5 % )  could 
i den t i f y  the cor rec t  meaning. Though 
the d i f ference between symbols was 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s ign i f i cant  
(Kruskal-Wal l is  s ta t is t i c=26,  
p<.oo 1 ) .  

Most people got the general idea about the warn ing  w i t h  
pa r t i a l l y  correct  responses such as "Posi t  ion arms,  
ra ise  vehicle between f ront  and rear  wheels on body, 
f rame points f o r  ra is ing  vehicle." However, as shown 

Worst  

by th i s  sample of responses, many par t i c ipants  seemed 
t o  miss  the connection between contact  points, and using Recommended Choice 
Drooer or  r e c o w  pickup points.  Yet, as 
suggested by the m a j o r i t y  of the  cor rec t  responses, 
such as those f o r  symbol A, were  more speci f ic ,  'Use 
correct  l i f t  points," "Use approved l i f t  points on 
vehicle," " l i f t  vehic le a t  approved l i f t i n g  points on ly . "  
The responses f o r  symbols B, C, and D were general ly  
more vague than fo r  symbol A. Some of the pa r t i c i pan ts  
were confused complete ly  by these symbols. For  
example, symbol C was sometimes re fer red  t o  as 
"Center vehicle on ho is t "  or 'Support load evenly." 
Perhaps showing the  car  on the l i f t  only led t o  more  
confusion. Also, f o r  symbol Dl many par t i c ipants  
responded w i th :  "Check wheel base," " ro ta t ion  o f  t i res,"  
" four  wheel drive," "Means nothing t o  me." The f i n a l  
drawing was modi f ied  t o  make the  t i r e s  look m o r e  
r e a l i s t i c  and reversed the drawing t o  w h i t e  on b lack.  
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3. Don't stand under hois t  while ralslna or lowerlna vehicle 

Bes t  A 

Q, 
A 

Y 

:: e - 
-0 
C 

c 

1 =correct 
2=part  ia l ly  cor rect  
5-wrong 
4=no response 

Symbol A was the overwhelming favor i te w i t h  38 
out of the 50 participants ranking I t  as the i r  
number 1 choice (s ta t i s t i ca l l y  s igni f icant ,  
Chi-Square.88, p( .00 I ) .  I t  also scored we1 l in the 
narc ing task where 89% of the part ic ipants 
correctly ident i f ied that symbol (Kruskal-Wal l is  
s ta t is t ic=30,  p(.OO 9 ) .  

As shown by the unusually high correctness score, 
most responses were s imf la r  t o  the fo l lowing;  "Do 
no stand under a moving hoist," "Do not stand under 
vehicle whi le  ra is ing or lowering," "Do not stand 
under vehicle during hoist operat ion." Many 
part icipants interpreted symbol B as a man " lay ing Recommended Choice 
down" whi le the l i f t  dropped, ra ther  than the 
author's intended interpretat ion of a man f a l l i n g  
whi le  caught under a l i f t  that  was being lowered. 
("Do not lay under car when work ing on hoist.") 
Another faul ty interpretation commonly used was 
w i t h  symbol C. Many thought the symbol as 
focusing on the controls, ra ther  than the car. For 
example, one part icipant wro te  "Keep hoist cont ro ls  
fa r  enough from hoist  for safe ty  purposes." 
Another wrote,  "Be sure of how t o  control ho is t  
pr ior  to using." 

The symbol was modif ied using the recommended 
f igures shown i n  the FNC manual rather than the 
s t i ck  figures. Again the car was painted In black i n  
keeping w l t h  the standards previously mentioned. 
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4. Don't excess l ve l v  shake v e h l c k  

Best 

Preference 

1 =correct 
2=part  ia l l y  co r rec t  
3=w rong 
4=n0 response 

A contradict ion appears when looking at the  data f o r  
the preferred symbol A. An overwhelmfng 4 5  out 
o f  the 50 part ic ipants chose t h i s  symbol as t h e i r  
top choice ( a  s ign i f i cant  d i f ference,  
Chi-Square.2 13, p( .OO 1 ) .  However, It had the 
w o r s t  correctness score, w i t h  only 21% of  the  
par t i c ipants  cor rec t ly  i den t i f y i ng  the message. 
(The Kruskal-Wal l is  s ta t i s t i co3 ,  p ( .244 w a s  not  
s ign i f i cant . )  

Many of the responses seemed t o  indicate tha t  
par t i c ipants  v iewed the symbol as a man t r y i n g  to 
save a fa l l i ng  vehicle. ("Don't t r y  t o  stop a car  Recommended Choice 
that 's  f a l l i ng  f rom fal l ing," "Do not at tempt t o  
steady fa l l i ng  vehicle," 'Don't t e te r  vehicle on 
ho i s t . " )  Yet ~t appears tha t  when ranking the  
symbols, and having the corresponding tex t  
avai lable, par t ic ipants pre fer red  the human 
in terac t ion  w i t h  the shaking o f  the vehicle. 
Another misconception was w i t h  symbols B and C. 
Many par t i c ipants  thought the l ines around the car 
meant tha t  the car  was 'running" on the l i f t ,  no t  
shaking. Several responded w i t h  phrases such as, 
"Do not run vehic le wh i le  on ho is t . "  Perhaps t h i s  
warning i s  a good example of how tex t  messages ar  
needed t o  avoid mis leading interpretat ions.  Again 
in th i s  symbol the f igure was  changed i n  accordance 
w i t h  the FMC standards. A gap was introduced t o  
separate the r e s t  of the image f rom the graphic 
elements. 
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5. Run awav I f  v e h f c l e  star ts  t o  f a l l  

Best 
A 

Preference 

a2 
C, 

A 
0 - 
P B 
6 0  
U 

I =correct 
2=par=tially cor rect  
3-wrong 
4=n0 response 

For both symbols A and 8, the l r  
correctness scores were very high 
(Kruskal-Wallis s ta t i s t i c=  I ,  pc.3 16). 
However, there was a b i g  dif ference i n  
preferences as 42 out o f  the 50 chose 
symbol A as their  top choice 
(ch i -~quare=46,  ~ < . o o  I ) .  Worst 

As shown by the drawings of the 
part icipants for  Experiment 1 ,  most Recommended Choice 
showed the side view of a car on a l i f t  
rather than the front v iew when indicating 
the i r  preference. O f  the warning symbols 
chosen for  th is  experiment, none of them 
are a f ront  v iew. When asked to  w r i t e  
down what the symbols meant, responses 
for  both symbols were very close to  the 
original message. Examples are: "Run 
away when car i s  fall ing," "Move i n  
opposite direction of f a l l i n g  cars," "Get out 
of the way i f  a vehicle gets out of control  
on a hoist." In developing the 
recommended symbol, the preferred 
symbol tested (A) ,  was modi f led to  bring 
the graphics In line w i t h  FMC 
recommendat ions (replace gray car w i t h  
black, replace s t ick  f igure person, 
increase 1 i f t -vehic le separation). 
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Preference I Performance V )  
ln 

I =correct  
2-part la l l y  correct 
3=wrong 
4=n0 response 

Cn 
C - E Rank $ 

1 2 E r  

This  i s  another example of t w o  candidate 
symbols w i t h  very h igh response rat ings.  
Symbol A was the c lear  favor i te  w i t h  43 
out of 5 0  choosing i t  as the best 
(Chi-Square=52, p<.00 I). The 
di f ference between candidates i n  the 

u Q, 
U 
Q, E t  
L U O  
L Q,u 
5 k *  

0 1 2 3 4 # ,  

Best 

T'  

0 

Worst 

naming task was not s ign i f i cant  
(Kruskal-Wal l is  s t a t i s t i c =  1 ,  p<.320), Recommended Choice 
w i t h  8 1 % co r rec t l y  indent i fy ing 
candidate A. f l os t  of the par t ic ipants 
responded t o  both symbols A and B w i t h  
responses such as "No customers i n  work 
area," "Authorized personnel only," 
"employees only i n  1 i f t  area." A few 
par t i c ipants  thought tha t  symbol B looked 
l i k e  i t  should say "No Dancing under the 
Hoist"  o r  "Chi ldren not  Al lowed." For 
symbol A a few par t i c ipants  mentioned 
tha t  i t  should say "No fam i l i es  Al lowed " 
The idea these thoughts convey i s  s t i l l  
correct ,  especia l ly  since i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  
represent "unauthorized people." But 
w i t h  mod i f i ca t ions  based on standards i n  
the FMC manual, the f igures were  
modi f ied  to  be more un i fo rm w i t h  greater 
d i s t i nc t i on  between the authorized 
operator and the unauthorized people. 
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B e s t  

Q, 
Y 

- A  
E 
0 

6 B 
U 

I =correct  
2=part  ia l l y  correct  
3=w rong 
4=nO response 

The naming performance fo r  these symbols 
was poor. Only 18% of the par t i c ipants  
cor rec t ly  ident i f ied  the top choice ( A ) ,  a 
f igure  tha t  was s igni f  icant ly  d i f fe rent  
f rom the second choice (Kruskal-Wall is 
s ta t is t i c=4,  pc.047). There was a de f i n i t e  
favor i te  i n  the ranking task fo r  symbol A Worst  
(42 out of 50) .  The dif ference was 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s igni f icant  (Chi-Square.50, 
p<.oo I ) .  

Part of the d i f f i c u l t y  w i t h  t h i s  warning i s  
that  the message i s  hard t o  show 
p i c to r i a l l y .  I t ' s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  make a simple 
drawing of what a trained operator looks 
l i ke .  Many individuals confused these 
warnings w i t h  'Think before using" or 
"Read the manual," which are s i m i l a r  in  
concept t o  the meaning of t h i s  par t  icu lar  
warning, but not ent i re ly  correct .  Some 
confused the l igh t  bulb i n  symbol B t o  
mean "Use in we l l - l igh ted areas only." 
Although these p ictures were not 
in terpreted cor rec t ly  most of the t ime,  the 
authors f e l t  i t  was d i f f i c u l t  t o  draw th i s  
concept. This i s  another good example 
where tex t  added to  the p ic tu re  would make 
the warning much more ef fect ive.  I n  the 
recommended choice, the s t i c k  f igure  was 
replaced i n  symbol A as i n  previous 
symbols. 

Recommended Choice 
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9. Use o f  aux l l larv  adapters may a f f ec t  hoist m a c l t v  

Preference Best  ,- 

Many seemed to  get th i s  warning confused w i t h  the 
next one on extenders. The authors had to  explain 
th is  warning i n  great detai l  before the Recommended Choice 
part icipants would understand. Perhaps the 
reason for such poor response i s  that  many of the 
part icipants do not use above-ground l i f t s ,  much 
less adapters. Many of the larger shops have the i r  
own four-post l i f t  for wheel alignments, so 
adapters are not even necessary. Many of the 
part icipants l e f t  the responses t o  these warnings 
blank (symbol A- 10 l e f t  blank, symbol 8- 18 l e f t  
blank, and symbol C -  18 l e f t  blank), or the i r  
answers were l ike "Use blocks to  keep wheels 
f rom rolling," "Do not raise unstable l i f t , "  
"Vehicle bouncing," " L i f t  by wheels." Because of 
the poor performance of these symbols, some 
modif ications have been made t o  symbol A. The 
shaking marks were eliminated, and the car and 
l i f t  were s impl i f ied and colored i n  black. 

1 

A 
aJ 
Y 
(0 

& 

E 
u 
c b, !lliP B 
J c 

1 =correct 
2=par t ia l ly  correct  
3=wsong 
4=n0 response 

This warning was very confusing t o  most 
part icipants. A l l  of the warnings had very low 
correctness scores, w i t h  no one get t ing symbol C I 

correct, There were also v i r tua l ly  no differences 
i n  preferences for  symbols (Chl-Square= 1 1 ,  
p(.02 17). The differences between symbols i n  
the naming task were not s igni f icant  
(Kruskal-Wallis statistic=.SO, pc.793). 
Part icipants only s l ight ly preferred symbol A 
( 18) over symbol B ( 16) I 
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10, Use extenders when necessary 

P r e f e r e n c e  I P e r f o r m a n c e  V) V) 

I =cor rec t  
2=par t ia l l y  correct  
3-wrong 
4 ~ 0  response 

0 
C 

Rank 'i 

This warning a lso seemed to give the  participants 
several problems. Symbol A was the f i rs t -choice 
( 3 9  out of 501, and had the best correctness 
score, a value t h a t  was s ta t i s t i ca l l y  s ign i f i cant  
f rom the a1 te rnat ive  (Chi-Square=3 1 ,  p<.OOl). 

-. 

t; E @  
Q, u L  
L 0 0  

k 2; 
U k  , 2 r 1 2 3 4 u u  

However only 1 / 4  of the par t ic ipants gave the 
intended response, though the d i f fe rence between 

Best 
- 1  

candidates i n  the naming task was s ign i f i cant  
( ~ r u s k a l - w a l l i s   statistic=^, ~ ( ~ 0 0 4 ) .  Worst 

Several people used adapters i n  reference to 
symbol A, w h i l e  others used the word  extenslons. 
No one used the w o r d  extenders t o  r e f e r  t o  the 
warning. Those who correct ly  in te rpre ted symbol 
A re fer red  t o  i t  as "Use height adapters when 
required," "Use proper extentions on hotst, ' "Use Recommended Choice 
ho is t  w i t h  pads i n  up posit ion." However, many 
responded i n  very d i f fe rent  contexts, "Support 
load evenly," "Use correct  contact points," 
"Secure rear  post." Symbol B was mis in terpre ted 
by par t ic ipants,  as meaning "Center vehic le on 
frame, not on the body parts,"  Because no 
extenders were shown, very few people real ized 
that  was the key element i n  what the p ic tu re  was  
t r y i ng  t o  say. W i t h  tex t ,  th is  symbol should 
become much c learer .  Some changes were  made t o  
the extenders shown In  symbol A t o  make them 
more prominent as w e l l  as the s o l i d  black used f o r  
the t ruck .  Furthermore, since extenders add 
p r imar i l y  t o  the height  of the l i f t i n g  pad, and are 
commonly used w i t h  4x4 vehicles, the drawing 
was mod i f i ed  accordingly. 
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1 1 .  Don ' t  exceed w e i a h t  - c a ~ a c l t v  

B e s t  
1 - I  

Worst  
Preference 

2 3 4 R u  

I = c o r r e c t  
2=part ial ly c o r r e c t  
3=w rong  
4=nO resDonse 
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I n  t h i s  par t i cu la r  warn ing  message f i ve  candidate symbols were  Introduced. A f t e r  ranking the 
symbols, pa r t i c i pan ts  were asked i f  they l iked the plckup w i t h  cargo be t te r  or the large truck. 
Most people, as indicated by the diagram preferred the large t ruck .  However, since there were 
f i v e  symbols spread across t w o  pages of the experiment booklet,  many subjects forgot  that the 
symbols were continued on the next page and they ranked each page separately. Th is  caused 
some problems f o r  the  authors who t r i e d  to  tabulate the data. The experiment booklet stated 
tha t  the warning symbols continued on the next page, but most  people ignored the instruct ions 
or  d id  not read them. 

The large t ruck  (symbol  A) was the f i r s t  choice of ha l f  of those responding, and i t  was 
s ign i f i cant ly  p re fe r red  over the a l ternat ive (Chi-square- 136, pc.00 1 ) .  I n  the naming task, 
8 1 % of those responding correct ly  ident i f  led i t  (and the d i f fe rences i n  the naming task were 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i gn i f i can t ,  Kruskal-Wall is s t a t i s t i c l 2 6 ,  p<.001). 

Most of the responses f o r  symbol A were completely Correct. "Do not overload hoist," "Vehicle 
not f o r  t h i s  hoist , "  "Too heavy fo r  hoist," "Don't l i f t  vehicles t h a t  are overweight  f o r  the hoist"  
were some of t he  t yp i ca l  responses. Part ic ipants also seemed t o  pre fer  symbol C as wel l ,  
perhaps because o f  the  bent l i f t .  Responses included, "Don't overload hoist," "Over weighted 
loads may t ip , "  and "Excessive loads may cause vehic le imbalance during l i f t l n g . "  Symbols 8, 
D, and E, were a l l  confused w i t h  an unbalanced load, ra ther  than overloaded. Part ic ipants of ten 
responded w i t h  "Don't l i f t  unbalanced load," "Do not  shake w i t h  t a i l  heavy loads," and 
"Improperly balanced trucks." The shaking marks only confused the par t ic ipants,  who thought 
tha t  was because the  load was unequal. The s t i ck  f igure i n  symbol B was of ten confused w i t h  
someone t r y i ng  t o  ho ld  up an unbalance load ra ther  than someone caught under a f a l l i n g  load. 
One par t i c ipant  w r o t e  "You can't stop or  hold back unstable load." The authors thought a 
preferred symbol f o r  t h i s  warning should show too much weight, but  have the we ight  evenly 
d is t r ibu ted so as t o  avoid confusion, as i n  the symbol of the large t ruck.  Symbol A was modif ied 
t o  show a van ra the r  than a large t ruck,  because i t  i s  very un rea l i s t i c  t o  expect a large 
dual-axled t ruck  on an above-ground l i f t .  

Recommended Choice 
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Preference 

I 

3 1 1  2 4  12 0 2.90 37 6 2 5 82 1.22 
/ 

B e s t  
4 

B 

1 =correct 
2=par t ia l l y  correct  Opera tor 's 
3=wrong Manual 
4 ~ 0  response 

D 

Operator's 
Manual 

Of the 50 part icipants, 43 correct ly  
. ident i f ied symbol A as reading the 
manual. The differences between 
symbo I A and the alternatives were 
s ta t i s t i ca l l y  s igni f icant  
(Chi-Square=65, pc.00 I). With 
regards to  preferences there were 
again s igni f icant  di f ferences 
(Kruskal-Wall is s tat is t ic=35,  W o r s t  
P <  00 11, w i t h  almost half preferr ing 
symbol A, almost double the number 
favoring the second choice. Recommended Choice 

Part ic ipant  responses included the 
fo l lowing:  "Read m a n ~ a l , ~  "Read 
operator's manual," "read instruct ions 
before operation." Symbols B and D 
also had s im i l a r  responses. However 
some various answers were given fo r  
symbol C. Some examples are the 
fo l lowing,  "Do not use hoist  i f  not 
trained," "Don't raise vehicle wi thout  
watching what you are doing," "Do not 
stand i n  f ron t  of vehicle wh i le  lifting." 
The f igure f o r  symbol A was again 
modi f ied  to  re f l ec t  recommendations i n  
the FMC manual. 
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13. ~ o l s t  must be i n  DroDer worklna order  before us lne  

Best A 

Preference 

Q, 
A 

U 

0 - 
0 
c 
m 
0 C 

1 =correct  
2=part  i a l l y  cor rec t  
3=wrong 
4=no response 

For th is  warning, a l l  of the candidate symbols had 
poor correctness scores. However, symbol A w a s  
preferred by 30 out of the 50 pa r t i c i pan ts  even 
though i t s  correctness score w a s  not  as good as 
symbol B. The dif ferences i n  the preference task  
were s ta t i s t i ca l l y  s ign i f i cant  (Chi-Square=62, 
p<.00 1 1. The d i f ference f rom the naming task 
was s igni f icant  as w e l l  (Kruskal-Wal l is  
s t a t i s t i c =  19, p( .OOl ) .  

Responses f o r  symbol A general ly var ied f rom 
"Do not l i f t  vehicle wi thout  a l l  4 arms" t o  "Do not  
use hoist  w i t h  miss ing parts." These responses 
had the general idea, except t ha t  most  Recommended Choice 
part ic ipants drew thei r  a t t en t i on  to  the  m iss ing  
arm ra ther  than a mal funct ioning l i f t .  For 
symbol 8, par t ic ipants responded w i t h  "Do not 
l i f t  w i thout  a l l  points i n  contact"  or "Do not p i ck  
up car w i t h  hoist  pad out of posi t ion."  Again, the 
focus was on the broken arm ra the r  than a 
damaged hoist .  For symbol C, many Interpreted 
the p ic tu re  t o  indicate e lec t r i ca l  problems as 
indicated by the i r  responses, "E lec t r i ca l  hazard, 
Warning-may cause shock," "Do not  use i f  ho i s t  
has e lec t r i ca l  problems." Symbol A was mod i f i ed  
to  show a l l  four arms so par t i c ipants  wou ld  
in te rpre t  the warning as a l i f t  w i t h  a broken arm 
ra ther  than a miss ing  part.  Spacing around the  
slash was used t o  make the symbol clearer. 
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14, Per lod lc  lnsoectlon reaulred 
A 

Bes t  
1 

a2 
A 

Y 
(D 

E B 
P c 1( L " 0 

Fl Re own air3 or 

J c 

I =correct 
25part ia l ly  correct  
3=wrong 
4=no response 

Symbol A was the best candidate in  both the ranking 

- 2  

task, and the naming task. The dif ferences between 
symbols were statistically significant (Chi-Square 

rn 
C 

value=69, pc.00 1 ) .  However, the percent correct  
was  not 50%. Perhaps the ra ther  poor correct  
responses were due to  the general nature of these 
warnings. The dif ferences were s ta t i s t i ca l l y  k+ s ign i f i cant  (Kruska'l-Wallis statistic.2 1 ,  p<.00 I ) .  3 
I n  warnings 12-14, i t  was d i f f i c u l t  for  the authors 
t o  g r a ~ h i c a l l y  represent " inspection required, make 

Wors t  
sure components are i n  work ing order, and read the 
manual." Responses f o r  symbol A varied f rom "Look 
out f o r  broken pieces" and "Watch what you are R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  
doing" t o  "Watch arms f o r  eye damage." Because of 
the eye shown i n  the symbol, most of the 
par t ic ipants wro te  the i r  message i n  the context  of 
watch, look, v isual  inspect ion. There were several 
responses that were correct ,  such as "Inspect 1 l f t  for  
problems and maintenance" and "Give v isual  
inspect ion of hoist  before using," Symbol B seemed 
to  indicate damaged l i f t  more that periodic inspection 
required. Some example responses were, "Damaged 
equipment," "Do not use broken hoist," "Make sure 
you use a sign when ho is t  i s  broken." Very few 
people wro te  the correct response for symbol C. 
Most par t ic ipants (29 out o f  the 50 )  wro te  
responses such as "Wear a hard hat" or "Use proper 
safety equlpment." Modi f icat ions fo r  symbol A 
included replacing the eye w i t h  the more standard 
Pro f i le  shown i n  the FMC manual, and using a l l  four 
arms t o  avoid the interpretation of "missing parts." 
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TEXT RANK1 NGS 

The preferred t e x t  i s  shown i n  i t a l i c  p r i n t  i n  the box. Shown w i t h  warnings 
# 1 ,  4, 6, 10, and 1 2 are the responses i n  the select ion task ( the  fou r th  par t  of 
Experiment 2 ) ,  where par t i c ipants  chose the i r  p re fer red  words  f rom a ser ies of 
columns to  create the i r  own warning tex t .  In  bold p r i n t  are the number of 
par t i c ipants  out of  the 50 that  chose tha t  pa r t i cu la r  w o r d .  

Warning * 1  Desc r ip t i on  
Use jack stands on vehicles f rom which  components w i l l  be removed, 
Removing par ts ,  especial ly large ones l i k e  engines and t ransmiss ions,  
changes the vehicle center o f  g rav i ty  wh ich  makes i t  easier f o r  a 
vehicle to  f a l l  o f f  a ho is t  and in ju re  someone. 

Rank 0 C - 
Best-+ Worst a c 

V) (0 

1 2 3 E  a3 E 

A l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t s  

A. Always secure vehicle w i t h  
proper jack stands when removing 
or ins ta l l ing  large components, I 

B. Always use jack stands when 
removing heavy ob jec ts  f rom vehicle 

C. Use jack stands when removing 
large components. 

S e l e c t i o n  Task 

32 26 

Message=Always use safety  stands when removing heavy ob jec ts  f rom vehicle,  

34 50  18 23 33 

49 1 
The over~vhelming m a j o r i t y  chose message A, even 
though i t  was the longest warning tex t .  This may 
seem strange except that  the warning chosen also 
happened to  give the most pert inent instruct ions.  
Although the warning i s  long, the message it conveys 
i s  the most  descr ipt ive and accurate based on the 
warning descr ipt ion given. The ins t ruc t ions fo r  
t h i s  por t ion of Experiment 2 state to  rank according 
t o  which tex t  best describes the warning given, not 
which one i s  the shortest .  Symbol A was  modi f ied 
t o  r e f l e c t  the preference as stated i n  the select ion 
task of safety stands over jack stands, and the word 
heavy ra ther  than large components because the 
warning deals w i t h  a weight  problem ra ther  than a 
s ize problem. Final ly, "use" was chosen as the verb 
t o  be consistent w i t h  other warnings. 47 

I / Jack stands lwhen removing large components (A lways )  use 
safety  stands heavy ob jec ts  

Recommended Choice 

f rom vehicle 

Always  use sa fe ty  stands 
when removing or ins ta l l ing  
heavy components. 

. 
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Warn ing  #2  D e s c r i p t i o n  

A1 ways use proper vehic le  spot t ing  and manufac turer 's  recommended pickup 
points .  I f  the proper places are no t  used, the veh ic le  w i l l  not  be securely 
placed on the h o i s t  and i t  could f a l l  and cause ser ious i n j u r y .  Th i s  i s  
especia l ly  t rue  f o r  above-ground ho is t s  where i t  i s  t empt ing  t o  place the 
vehic le  too f a r  f o r w a r d  so the doors w i l l  c lear  the posts.' 

L 

Rank - 
V) C 
v, m 

Best- Worst Q, E 

Again par t ic ipants  chose t e x t  A, the 
longest message, as the pre fer red 
choice by a s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s ign i f icant  
margin. However, as mentioned f o r  
warning * 1 descr ipt ion,  the 
in format ion i s  more accurate than the 
others. Rather than s imply  s ta t ing  
designated pickup points or  proper l i f t  
points,  which can be vague, the 
pre fer red phrasing f rom t e x t  choice A 
was "manufacturer 1 i f  t points."  This 
in format ion i s  c r i t i c a l  t o  proper 
l i f t i n g  procedures. Final ly ,  since the 
in ten t  was f o r  the l i f t  po in t  t o  be used 
and not j u s t  examined, the verb "use" 
was subst i tu ted fo r  "check." 

A l t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

8. L i f t  veh ic le  us ing only designated 
pickup po in ts .  

C. Raise veh ic le  a t  proper l i f t  po ints  

R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  

Use vehic le  manufacturer 's  
l i f t  points 
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Warning  *3 D e s c r i p t i o n  

Do not  stand under the ho i s t  w h i l e  i t  i s  ra is ing  o r  l ower ing  the vehicle.  
I f  i t  fa l l s ,  i t  could cause serious i n ju ry  or death, 

c 
Rank - 

in C 
(0 m 

Best- Worst  E Q, II A1 t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

0. Stay c lea r  o f  ho i s t  when operating. 

C. Don't s tand under h o i s t  w h i l e  ra i s ing  

1 2 3  

or lower ing .  

A.  
Q, 

A 
w 

Symbol A was again chosen as the preferred 
tex t  by a lmost  half o f  the part ic ipants,  and 
the di f ference was s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s ign i f icant .  R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  
This warning i s  the longest, but s im i la r  to  
the pre fer red tex t  fo r  warnings * 1 &2, the 
in format ion i s  more spec i f ic .  The phrase 
"remain c lear"  i s  more spec i f ic  and accurate 
than "Don't stand under " wh ich only speci f ies 
a l i m i t e d  region of the l i f t .  L ikewise,  the 
phrase " w h i l e  ra is ing or lower ing vehicle" i s  
more accurate than "when operating" because 
these are the speci f ied t imes  t o  remain clear. 
I f  the mechanic stayed clear when operating 
he would never get under the l i f t .  As was the 
case f o r  several warnings, " l i f t "  was 
subst i tu ted fo r  "hoist"  t o  provide a more 
accurate descr ipt ion of the equipment. 

Remain clear of  hoist while raising 
o r  lowering vehicle. 

Remain c lear  o f  l i f t  whi le  
ra i s ing  or l o  wer ing  vehicle 

m 
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Warning "4 D e s c r i p t i o n  
Do not excessively shake the vehic le  w h i l e  i t  i s  on the h o i s t .  It m i g h t  f a l l  
and i n ju re  someone. 

L 

Rank C 

V) C 
V) (0 

Best+ Worst  Q, E 
A l t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

B. Never rock veh ic le  w h i l e  up on ho i s t .  

C. Keep veh ic le  s tab le  when ra i sed  on ho is t  

S e l e c t i o n  Task 

Message-Avoid excessive rock ing of vehic le  w h i l e  on ho i s t .  

Al though a l t e rna t i ve  t e x t  A was  chosen as the 
p re fe r red  t e x t ,  the r e s u l t s  f r o m  the  se lec t ion  task  
summarized above c o n f l i c t  w i t h  the  word ing  of A. R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  
Not ice  the  verb  "shake" i n  a l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  A, 
w h i l e  the t e r m  p re fe r red  above w a s  "rock." I t  i s  
impor tan t  t o  inc lude the  t e r m  "excessive" because 
some rock ing  may be needed t o  check l i f t  point  
engagement. However, the three a l t e rna t i ve  t e x t s  
i n  the  rank ing  task  do not  correspond very  w e l l  
w i t h  t he  w o r d  choices given i n  t h e  se lec t i on  task .  
Therefore,  compar ing the  w o r d  se lec t ions  when 
the  phrasing and con tex t  i s  d i f f e r e n t  be tween the  
t w o  tasks  i s  very d i f f i c u l t .  However, f o r  the 
recommended choice f r o m  the se lec t  ion task, the  
phrase rock  ind ica tes  a more  ser ious  cond i t ion  
than shake, w h i c h  could be no more  than normal  
v ib ra t i ons  tha t  occur w h i l e  work ing  on a vehicle. 
Thus, the recommended choice i s  t he  pre fer red  
choice f rom the  se lec t i on  task. 

46 w h i l e  O n  h o i s t  

- 

Avoid  excess ive 
rock ing o f  vehicle 
while on l i f t ,  

44 vehic le  
car  

9 Don't 
14 Never 

3 1  rock(ing) 
17 shake(ing) 

27 Avoid (excessive) 1 j o l t ( ing1 
1 jounce(ing) 
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Warning "5 Descr ip t ion  

I f  the vehicle s t a r t s  t o  f a l l ,  run away t o  avoid being struck by i t .  

C 
Rank - 

C * m * 
Q, Best- Worst 7 v- Al te rna t i ve  Tex ts  

8. Run away i f  vehicle s ta r t s  t o  f a l l  

C. Leave area  immediately should vehicle 
s ta r t  t o  f a l l .  

Recommended Choice 
Al te rnat ive  tex t  A was preferred by an 
overwhelming margin and the d i f ference 
between choices were s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s igni f icant .  
The phrase "clear area" i s  more speci f ic  than 
tex t  0 's  phrase "run away." The phrase " i n  
danger of fa l l ing"  f o r  t ex t  A i s  more 
appropriate than " i f  vehicle s t a r t s  t o  f a l l "  or 
"should vehicle s t a r t  t o  f a l l "  because i t  gives 
the warned user t ime  to  react.  When a vehicle 
i s  already fa l l i ng  i t  may be too late.  

Clear area i f  veh ic le  
is in danger o f  f a i l i n g  
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Warning "6 Descr ip t ion  

Keep feet  f rom underneath the hoist  whi le  the hoist  i s  being lowered so 
they w i  1 1  not be crushed. 

0 

Rank c 
-C 

V) 
C 

V) 
~ A l te rna t i ve  Tex ts  

Best- Wors t  - Q) 

1 2 3  A. Keep fee t  clear o f  ho is t  wh i l e  
lowering. 

0. Stand clear of vehicle when 
i t  i s  being lowered. 

C. Keep feet  f rom under hoist  
frame when lower ing vehicle 

Select ion Task 

28 15 13 

Keep I f e e t c l e a r o f h o i s t  whi le  moving 
Stand clear I whi le  lower ing 

22 35 36 

Message=Keep clear whi le  lowering. 

The p re fe r red  a l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  A 
corresponded w e l  1 w i t h  t he  p re fe r red  
t e x t  in t h e  ma tch ing  task.  Al though "keep 
f e e t  c lear "  i s  m o r e  s p e c i f i c  than s i m p l y  
"keep c lear "  o r  "s tand c lear "  it r e f l e c t s  
t he  intended message o f  t he  warn ing  
descr ip t ion .  Therefore,  no changes w e r e  
made t o  the  p re fe r red  t e x t  choice. 

R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  

Keep feet  c lear of  l i f t  
wh i le  lowering. 
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Warning '7 Description 

U n a u t h o r i z e d  peop le  a r e  n o t  a l l o w e d  i n  t h e  h o i s t  area. They  c o u l d  g e t  h u r t .  

- 

Rank 
C 
C 

V) c 
V) rn 

Q, Bestg+ w o r s t  

1 2 3  

The p re fe r r ed  choice, t e x t  A, was  
chosen by 34 out  o f  the  50 
pa r t i c i pan t s .  Th i s  s t rong  
p re fe rence  coupled w i t h  a conc ise 
and accurate message made i t  the  
recommended choice as w e l l .  

Alternative Tex ts  

A. Authorized personnel only. 

8. C u s t o m e r s  n o t  a l l o w e d  i n  s e r v i c e  
area. 

C. U n a u t h o r i z e d  pe rsons  p l e a s e  s t a y  
c l e a r .  

R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  

I Authorized personne I 
on l y.  
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Warnfng *8 D e s c r i p t  i o n  

No one o ther  than the  t ra ined  operator  should operate the ho i s t .  
Someone who i s  inexperienced m i g h t  get  hur t .  

'3 
c 

Rank - 
V) C 

(0 
'" Best-+ Worst  A1 t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

0. Trained personnel only. 

C ,  Experienced personnel only. 

S e l e c t i o n  Task 

Message=Experienced operator only. 

25 25 50 

A l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  A w a s  the p r e f e r r e d  t e x t  by a large 
percentage (33 out  of 501, and t h e  d i f f e rences  
between a l t e r n a t i v e s  were  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i gn i f i can t .  
Note, however,  t h a t  t he  se lec t i on  task choices Recommended Choice 
corresponding t o  B and C i n  t he  a1 te rna t i ve  t e x t s  
were  not  w e l l  represented in the  rank ing  task.  I n  
compar ison t o  t h e  previous warn ing  desc r i p t i on  
("71, t he  t e x t s  sound very s i m i l a r .  I t  should be 
noted t h a t  t h e  c r i t i c a l  d i f f e rence  between these t w o  
warn ings  i s  t h a t  i n  warn ing  * 7  unauthor ized 
people are  no t  a l l owed  In  the area, w h i l e  i n  
warn ing  "8 unauthor ized people ( o r  
inexperienced) are not  a l l owed  t o  use the  l i f t .  To 
avoid confusion,  the  t e r m  " t r a i n e d  operator"  w a s  
chosen. Also, t h e  beginning o f  a l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  A 
"Ho is t  t o  be used" i s  essent ia l  f o r  the  meaning o f  
t he  message. As  prevo ius ly  noted, " l i f t "  was  
s u b s t i t u t e d  f o r  "ho is t "  t o  improve  accuracy. 

L i f t  t o  be used by t ra ined  
operator on l y  

only Experienced 
Trained 

25 25 

operator(s)  
personnel 
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Warning *9 Descr ip t ion  

Use of auxi l iary adapters may a f fec t  the capacity of the hois t ,  so that i t  
w i l l  not be able t o  l i f t  as much. I f  the vehicle w i t h  adapters attached 
exceeds the weight capacity of the hoist ,  the vehicle could fa l l .  

m 
Rank C - 

V) C 
V) (0 Best- Worst = .F Q, A1 t e r n a t i v e  Tex ts  

Aux i l i a ry  adapters may a f f e c t  load 
capaci ty.  

6. check l i f t  capacity when adapters 
are i n  use. 

C. Do not overload hois t  auxi l iary adapters. 

A l te rnat ive  tex t  A was chosen by a s l i m  Recommended Choice 
margin. The Chi-Square s t a t i s t i c  was not 
s igni f icant .  However, a l te rnat ive  A does s ta te  
c lear ly  and concisely the intended message of 
the warning descript ion. Therefore the 
recommended choice, a l te rnat ive  tex t  A, i s  
shown w i t h  no modi f icat ions.  
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Warn ing  # I 0  D e s c r i p t i o n  

Some veh ic les  may requ i re  use of extenders f o r  proper l i f t i n g .  I f  
extenders are no t  used the  car  wou ld  no t  be secure ly  placed on the  l i f t ,  
and could f a l l  o f f .  

a 
C 

Rank .c 

U) C 
U) m 

Best- Worst  E 6, E A l t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

Extenders m u s t  be used on vehic les 
requ i r ing  them t o  ensure sa fe ty .  

B. Use extenders when requi red.  

C. Use extenders when necessary t o  
s t a b i l i z e  veh ic le  on h o i s t .  

Se lec t i on  Task  

Message=Use adapters when necessary. 

While the a l te rna t i ve  t e x t s  A and B were very 
c lose i n  t h e i r  mean ranks, the d i f fe rences 
between candidates were  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  
s ign i f i can t .  However, when looking a t  the 

12 i f  
38 when 29 necessary 1 2 1  required 

50 Use 

prefer red message f r o m  the se lec t ion  task,  the 
language corresponds much more c lose ly  t o  t e x t  Recommended  Cho i ce  

1 0  extenders 
7 ex ten t ions  
33 adapters 

B. Not ice  the s t rong w o r d  se lec t ion  "adapters" 
ins tead o f  "extenders." A1 though extenders and 
adapters are  d i f f e r e n t  apparatuses used f o r  
d i f f e r e n t  purposes, many o f  the pa r t i c ipan ts  
seemed t o  get  them confused and would  o f t e n  
interchange the meanings i n  warn ing "9 and 
" 1  0. (Adding the w o r d  "height"  should reduce 
the confusion.)  The authors used the w o r d  
adapters i n  the se lec t ion  task t o  see how many 
pa r t i c ipan ts  wou ld  make tha t  choice even though 
i t  i s  incor rec t .  The recommended choice was 
mod i f i ed  f r o m  t e x t s  A and B incorporat ing the 
p re fe r red  w o r d  choice "necessary" f o r  
"required." 

D 

Use height  extenders when 
necessary t o  ensure good 
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Warn ing  '1 1 D e s c r i p t i o n  

Do no t  exceed the we igh t  capac i ty  o f  the  hoist . '  I f  the  h o i s t  i s  
overloaded i t  could f a i l  unexpectedly and i n j u r e  someone. 

Rank - C c 
fn m 

B e s t 4  Wors t  2 Q, 

1 2 3  I Z  

Recommended Choice 

A l t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

A l t e rna t i ve  A was  the  p re fe r r ed  choice 
i n  t he  rank ing  task,  and the  
d i f f e rences  be tween choices we re  
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i gn i f i can t .  Because o f  
i t s  h igh  rank ing  and concise message, 
no mod i f i ca t i ons  we re  made t o  the 
recommended choice. 

A. 

Do not  exceed 
we igh t  capaci ty .  I 

Do not exceed weight  capac i t y .  

8, Do no t  over load ho i s t .  
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Warning #12 Descr ip t ion  

Read the Automotive L i f t  Ins t i tu te  safety manual, the safety t ips  card, 
and a l l  other l i f t - r e l a ted  pr inted mater ia l  before operating the ho is t .  

L 

Rank - 
m C 
m m 

Best- Worst  E Q, II A1 t e rna t i ve  Tex ts  

Follow instruct ions in ALI sa fe ty  
manual when operating hoist ,  

B. Read safety manual before 
operating 1 i f t .  

C. Know a l l  proper l i f t i n g  methods 
before using th is  equipment. 

Chi-square= 19, p<.00 1 

Se lect ion Task 

Message=Read operating manual before using. 

50 18 36 50 33 

The rankings f o r  a l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  A and B 
were  very  close, though there were 

Read I safety 
operating 

s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f fe rences between 
a l l  three. I n  the se lec t ion task,  s t rong 
preferences are ind icated f o r  "operat ing" 
ins tead of  "sa fe ty"  and "manual" ins tead of  
" i n s t r u c t  ions." Also, "using" was  p re fe r red  
over "operat ing."  F ina l ly ,  because the 
operat ing and sa fe ty  manuals are qu i te  
d i s t i n c t ,  both  were  l i s ted .  Also, the w o r d  
" l i f t "  was  subs t i t u ted  f o r  "ho is t "  f o r  
accuracy. A l t e r n a t i v e  t e x t  B was  mod i f i ed  
accordingly t o  g ive the recommended choice 
as shown. 

manual use( i ng) 
instruct ions I before  I ho is t  ope~atio: 

R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  

34 14 17 

and safety manuaIs 
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Warning * 13 D e s c r i p t i o n  

Do not operate the hoist  i f  any part  is  not working properly. 

Rank 
Best- Worst 

1 2 3  
A l t e r n a t i v e  T e x t s  

Hoist and components must  be in proper 
work ing order before using. 

The a l ternat ive  t e x t s  A and B were very close 

8. Do not operate a damaged ho is t .  

C. Do not use faul ty equipment. 

i n  the ranking t a s k  Ei ther one could be used 
as an acceptable warning message. Text  A 
shows the pos i t ive  side of the message by 
s ta t ing  "must be i n  proper work ing order," 
w h i l e  t e x t  B uses "Do not"  ind icat ing a 
negative message. Because the symbol 
corresponding t o  t h i s  warning (developed 
independently) indicates a negative message 
by the slash through a broken l i f t ,  the 
corresponding message should be negative as 
w e l l .  Therefore a l ternat ive  t e x t  B i s  the 
recommended choice f o r  th i s  warning, though 
modi f ied (subs t i tu t i ng  " l i f t "  f o r  "ho is t " )  t o  
be more accurate. 

Recommended Cho ice  

Do no t  operate  a 
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Warning * 14 Descr ipt ion 

Periodic inspection and maintenance of th is hoist is  required. I f  th is  
i s  not fo l lowed the hoist could malfunction. Consult the owner's 
manual for  proper maintenance procedures. 

m 
C 

Rank - 
VI C 
VI m 

Best- Worst  E 

Al te rna t i ve  t e x t  A was  the  pre fer red  
choice by a s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i gn i f i can t  
margin, a lmost  2: 1 over the-second 
choice. Although it was the longest t e x t  
of the a l t e rna t i ves  i t  was the  only one 
tha t  included "maintenance and 
inspection" in the  phrasing. Both o f  
these are essent ia l  t o  the meaning o f  the 
warning. Thus, the  a l t e rna t i ve  t e x t  A 
was  chosen as the  recommended choice 
w i t h  no modi f i ca t ions .  

Alternative Texts  

Proper maintenance and inspect ion 
necessary f o r  sa fe  operat  ion, 

8, Periodic inspect ion i s  required. 

C. Service hoist regularly. 

R e c o m m e n d e d  C h o i c e  

Proper maintenance and 
inspect ion necessary f o r  
safe operat ion. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Although the recommended texts and symbols were described in the results 

section previously, those recommendations are incomplete. Also needed are 
recommendations for the size of the warning symbols and the letters, graphical 
improvements, location, and the positioning and grouping of the warning elements. 
The authors do not recommend that the warnings be cut directly out of this report and 
plastered over garages around the country, but that some thought be given to their 
placement and grouping. 

What Symbols  and Text Are Recommended? 

The warning messages closely follow standard industry practice in format as 
outlined in the FMC manual. By using these guidelines, warning signs containing 
three parts were developed. The top part of each sign was the signal word (Warning, 
Caution, Notice) based on the severity of the implications. 

Underneath the signal word was a symbol. The recommended symbol for each 
warning was usually the first choice in both the response and ranking tasks. In 
Experiment #2, only 3 of the 14 warnings had recommended symbols that were not #I 
in both tasks (Warnings #4, 9, & 13). This suggests that most participants agreed on 
which symbols they preferred and which they didn't. It is very important that the 
symbols be shown with the text because understanding of the symbols by themselves 
is poor (e.g., Warning #8-trained operator only) because some ideas are difficult to 
represent graphically. 

The text messages chosen by the participants were usually the longest ones in 
the list, contrary to what is usually recommended (ANSI 235.1, Westin house Produd 

afetv Handbook, FMC manual), as discussed in the results section op~x~e r imen t  2. 
However, these sources do say that the messages should contain the action or 
preventionary measures needed to avoid the hazard so making a warning message 
shorter does not necessarily mean better. Modifications were made to warnings #1- 
Use jack stands, 10-Use extenders when necessary, 12-Read manual, and 13-Lift 
must be in proper working order before using, in order to clarify and simplify the 
language as based on the data from the participants' responses and the 
recommendations from the literature. 

Warnings can be either vertical or horizontal in format, with the selection of 
format depending mainly on the space available. For example, it makes the most 
sense to use a horizontal layout on a horizontal cross member of an above-ground lift. 

The recommended symbols and texts are as follows: 
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I ( A CAUTION ( 1  
I l l  

I I 

Warning #1 

1 1  AWARNING ) I  

1 1 

Warning #3 

I I A CAUTION 1 )  

Warning #2 

I I AWARNING I 

I 

Warning #4 
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Warning #5 Warning #6 

1 1  ACAUTION 1 1  

Warning #8 Warning #7 
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Warning #9 Warning #10 

Warning #I 1 Warning #I 2 
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Warning #13 Warning #14 

How Big Should the Warnings Be? 

The FMC manual gives standard label proportions based on the size of the 
symbol. All of the signal words are shown in Helvetica Bold type, 36 point, a very 
legible font. The messages are also in Helvetica Bold type, 18 point. (Note: One point 
is about 1/72 of an inch, so 18 point corresponds to 1/4 inch.) The text is written white- 
on-black and left-justified, as that has proven to be the easiest to read (FMC, 1985; 

esti- Product Safetv Label Handbook). 

These recommendations lead to the following sign sizes: 

Table 2. Size Recommendations from FMC Manual 

Vertical Forma 

total warning size- 3"x5" 
signal word panel- 3"xl" 
symbol panel- Yx2.75" 
message panel- 3"x1.25" 

The size required should be based on the viewing distance. Shown in Table 3 
are the likely locations for each warning, where the warning must be seen from, a 
worst case viewin distance, and a recommended size based on the James Bond 
Rule (Smith, 1979 ! . The Bond Rule is a well accepted rule of thumb for determining 
character sizes. In brief, it states that the height of a character divided by its viewing 
distance should be greater than or equal to .007, the identification code for the 
fictitious agent. That is: 
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Height ........................ >= ,007 
Viewing Distance 

This rule is quite conservative, generating character size recommendations that are 
often much larger than other procedures. In this case, it is better to err in the direction 
of characters that are larger than the absolute minimum. 

Table 3. Character Size and Location Recommendations 

Message Location Viewing Size Type 
Distance 

1. Jack Stands 
2. Pick U Points 
3. Don't b tand Under 
4. Don't Shake 
5. Run Away 
6. Keep Feet Clear 
7. Unauthorized 
8. Trained Oper Only 
9. Use Adapters 
10. Use Extenders 
1 1. Don't Overload 
12. Read Manual 
13. Don't Op If Broken 
14. Periodic Inspection 

control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 
control panel 

Caution 
Caution 
Warning 
Warning 
Warning 
Caution 
Caution 
Caution 
Caution 
Caution 
Warning 
Notice 
Notice 
Notice 

The key to coming up with size recommendations is deciding where the sign 
will be and the worst case location for the observer. All of the messages need to be 
seen by a worker using a lift. (While message 7 could be intended for the customer, 
here the message is for the lift operators.) But finding a location where they can be 
seen (and properly illuminated) while underneath a lift is quite difficult. Rather, it is 
more appropriate to put the warning at a location where the worker would be when 
planning a I~ft, at the control box. If one assumes the worker operates the controls from 
the standard instrument panel viewing distance, 28 inches, the required height for 
characters is about .2 inches (actually .I96 inches according to the Bond Rule). (Most 
likely, the worker will stand closer.) Thus, meeting the FMC size requirements will also 
cause the Bond Rule requirements to be met. 

Warning placement was an issue raised by participants. Many felt that 
warnings placed directly on the lift would either be painted over, wear off with use, or 
become unrecognizable with dirt and film residue. A few expressed concern over the 
number of warnings provided in the experiment. They said too many warnings 
plastered everywhere would not be as beneficial as a few strategically placed. 

While messages 12-1 4 are not used during a particular phase of lift use, placing 
them on the control panel is appropriate for them as well since they are likely to be 
seen there. Thus the size recommendations for messages 8-1 4 are the same as those 
for 1-6. 

With regard to grouping, messages can be displayed sin ly or, space 
permitting, could be combined into four placards. They are: a 8 aution placard on the 
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control panel (jack stands, keep feet clear, trained operator only, use adapters, use 
extenders), a Notice placard on the control panel (pick up points, read manual, don't 
operate if broken, periodic inspection), a Warning placard on the control panel, (don't 
stand underneath, don't shake, run away, don't overload), and a Caution placard 
either overhead or on the posts (unauthorized). 

What Colors Should the Signs Be? 

Each warning should have a signal word in black lettering on a color-coded 
background. These colors should correspond to the signal word, orange-Warning, 
yellow-Caution, blue-Notice. According to ANSl 2535.1 the colors should be as 
shown in Table 4 and Figure 8. The symbols should be black on a white background, 
the text warning white on black. Those colors are also given in Table 3 and Figure 3. 

Table 4. Colors Defined by ANSl 2535.1 

Color Boundary with Equation in CIE 1931 Chromaticity Diagram 

Safety Orange Red 
White 
Yellow 

Safety Yellow Orange 
White 
Green 

Safety Blue Green 
White 
Purple 

Safety White see Figure 

Safety Black see Figure 
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Figure 8. CIE 1931 Chromaticity Diagram Showing Color Codes 
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Closing Thoughts 

This report demonstrates how one should go about developing and evaluating 
a set of text and symbolic messages. One begins by trying to identify who the users 
are and what they do. Subsequently, one then probes the users for specific 
suggestions for warning text and symbols using the population stereotype method. At 
that point, candidate messages are developed and tested for their appropriateness 
and understandability using empirical tests with real users. Finally, based on those 
tests, warnings are modified where necessary and standard messages are developed. 

If the authors were to do this study again, there are two aspects they would give 
greater emphasis. First, the skills of an illustrator should be brought into play after the 
population stereotype study, not after the field evaluation as was done here. Second, 
the authors would rely much more on the "build-a-message" procedure for identifying 
the most appropriate text message for selecting a recommended message rather than 
giving people a limited set from which to select. The build-a-message task was an 
experimental procedure that was thought to be too difficult for people to do. It was not, 
but should be, a contributing factor for determining text message appropriateness in 
future studies. 
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APPENDIX A 
FOCUS GROUP 

This appendix contains the subject consent form that was used for the focus 
group session. It also contains a list of the questions that were used to guide the focus 
group discussion. The subject consent form is normally printed on UMTRl letterhead 
paper. 
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................................................................................................. 
INTERVIEW OF AUTOMOTIVE LIFT USERS ABOUT WARNING LABELS -----------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------.--------- 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

The purpose of this research is to develop warning messages for automotive lifts 
(service-station car hoists), and then test these messages to verify that automotive lift 
users understand them. 

As part of the project we will interview a few typical users such as yourselves to get a 
better understanding of who the users are. We are interested in any information you 
can tell us about warnings that already exist for automotive lifts and also, if you know of 
anyone who has been in an accident involving an automotive lift. Your responses will 
be kept confidential. 

We will need to audiotape a few people partici ating in this experiment. If this is asked 
of me, I &do not (circle one) consent to my eing audio-taped during this 
experiment. 

g 

I have read and understand the information above. 

print your name date 

sign your name witness (experimenter) 
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DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF WARNING LABELS 
FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS 

Interview questions for the potential users 
of automotive lifts. 

Start the conversation with introductions. Ask them their names and what they 
are doing now. Keep the conversation informal. Assure the operators that their 
employers will not get any information we discuss. Let them know we will be taping 
the discussion. Dress casually, and interact on their level. Try to avoid flowery 
language. 

An example of the conversation starter could be as follows: 

Hi, my name is Julie Eberhard, and I am a student at the University of Michigan (other 
introductions). After introductions, we could ask: "What do you do now?" Try to get a 
feel for their dailylweekly routine. After we get a sense of their background we can 
start the questions. Depending on their answers, elaborate or switch questions as 
appropriate. 

OPERATORS 

1. How long have you been using garage hoists? 

2. How did you learn how to use a hoist? 

3. Is safety an important factor in your work? 
If so, how much? (Very important, moderately important, of little or no 
importance)-personal and corporate 

4. Are you supposed to wear safety equipment on the job? 
What kind? 

5. Have you ever been hurt using hoists? If yes, please describe. 

6. Do you know of anyone who has been hurt using a hoist? 
What happened? 

7. What kinds of injuries are likely to result from using hoists? 

WARNINGS 

8. Have you noticed any warnings on the hoists you use? 
What did they say? 

9. When did you first see the warnings? What grabbed your attention? 

10. What type of warnings do you feel are easiest to 
understand; words, pictures, color, etc.? 
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LIFT DESIGN 

11. Who showed you how to use the hoist you currently use most often? 
How did you get your training? 

12. What did they say about safety? 

13. Have you ever seen or read the operating instructions? 

14. What could be done to improve the design of hoists? 

15. What kinds of problems do you have using them? 

16. Who makes the best hoists? the worst? What makes them 
the best or worst? 

17. How often does the hoist need repair? 

18. What do you do? How often do you use the hoist? 

19. What kind of hoists do you use? above ground or below? 



APPENDIX B 
EXPERIMENT 1 

This appendix contains the subject consent form and biographical data form 
that were used for the first experiment. The subject consent form is normally printed on 
UMTRl letterhead paper. The same biographical data form was used for both the first 
and second experiments. This appendix also contains the data sheets used by 
subjects to record their responses. Finally, this appendix contains the raw symbols 
and text warnings produced by subjects. 
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................................................................................................................ 
DEVELOPMENT OF WARNING LABELS FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS ................................................................................................................ 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

The purpose of this research is to develop warning messages for automotive lifts 
(garage hoists), and then test these messages to verify that users understand them. 
Since you and your colleagues are the kinds of people these warnings are being 
designed for, it is important we get your input. 

You will be given a general description of 14 warnings and then asked to restate each 
warning in your own words. In addition, you will be asked to draw a picture to 
represent each warning. You will also be asked to fill out a biographical data sheet 
(name, age, etc.). 

This will take about 30-45 minutes. You can withdraw from this experiment at any 
time. We cannot think of any hazards you might be exposed to in this experiment. 

I have read and understand the information above. 

print your name date 

sign your name witness (experimenter) 
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA SHEET Subject # 
WARNING LABELS FOR GARAGE HOISTS Experimenter 

Date&Time 
Site 
# 

1. Name: 

2. Sex: male female (circle one) 

3. Occupation: 

4. Age: 

5. Did you graduate from: 
(circle the highest level completed) 

grade school junior high high school 
trade school college 

6. How long have you operated a lift? (yrs) 

7. What type of garage hoist do you currently use? 
(circle all that apply) 

in ground - axle-engaging (fore-a ft post) 
frame-engaging (side-by-side or I post) 
run way (drive-on, single post) 
rocker panel (pad) 

above ground - two-column drive-through 
four-column (runway) 
short-rise 

8. Describe any injuries relating to hoists, you have had on the job: 

9. Describe any injuries that you know others have had: 

10. How did you learn to operate the lift you currently use? (circle all that apply) 

lift senlice personnel manual experienced operator friend other 
If other, please explain: 

11. Are there any warning labels on the hoist you use most often? If so, what 
do they say: 

12. What does ALI stand for? 

Comments: 
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DEVELOPMENT AND TEST OF WARNING LABELS 
FOR GARAGE HOISTS 

This experiment is concerned with developing warning signs and 

symbols that will be used for above ground garage hoists. It is critical that the 

warning signs and symbols on them be legible and understandable. Since you 

use hoists, your input is very important. 

On the following pages are general and specific warnings related to 

hoists. For each warning, write down what you think the sign should say. Be 

brief. Also, draw a picture that represents the warning. Keep the drawings 

simple, and avoid using words or letters that are language specific. Don't worry 

if your drawings are crude. 

The message is: Do not mix together substances 
marked as flammable. 

The sign should say: Explosive if combined 

The picture should look like: 
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Specific Warnings 

1. The message is: Use jack stands on vehicles from which components will 
be removed. Removing parts, especially large ones like 
engines and transmissions, changes the vehicle center of 
gravity which makes it easier for the vehicle to fall off a 
hoist and injure someone. 

The sign should say: 
(in your own words, be brief!) 

The picture should look like: 

2. The message is: Always use proper vehicle spotting and manufacturer's 
recommended pickup points. If the proper places are not 
used, the vehicle will not be securely placed on the hoist 
and it could fall and cause serious injury. This is 
especially true for above ground hoists where it is 
tempting to place the vehicle too far foward so the doors 
will clear the posts. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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3. The message is: Do not stand under the hoist while it is raising or 
lowering the vehicle. If it falls, it could cause 
serious injury or death. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

4. The message is: Do not excessively shake the vehicle while it is on the 
hoist. It might fall and injure someone. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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5 s  The message is: If the vehicle starts to fall, run away to avoid being 
struck by it. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

6. The message is: Keep feet from underneath the hoist while the hoist is 
being lowered so they will not be crushed. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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7. The message is: Unauthorized people are not allowed in the hoist area. 
They could get hurt. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

8. The message is: No one other than the trained operator should operate 
the hoist. Someone who is inexperienced might get hurt. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 



9. The message is: 
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Use of auxiliary adapters may affect the capacity of the 
hoist, so that it will not be able to lift as much. If the 
vehicle with adapters attached exceeds the weight capacity 
of the hoist, the vehicle could fall. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

10. The message is: Some vehicles may require use of extenders for proper 
lifting. If extenders are not used the car would not be 
securely placed on the lift, and could fall off. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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11. The message is: Do not exceed the weight capacity of the hoist. If the hoist 
is overloaded it could fail unexpectedly and injure someone. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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General Warnings 

12. The message is: Read the Automotive Lift Institute safety manual, the 
safety tips card, and all other lift-related printed material 
before operating the hoist. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

13. The message is: Do not operate the hoist if any part is not working properly. 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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14, The message is: Periodic inspection and maintenance of this hoist is required. 
If this is not followed the hoist could malfunction. Consult 
the owner's manual for proper maintenance procedures. 

The sign shoud say: 

The picture should look like: 
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Are there other warnings that should be present? 
What should it say, and what should the picture look like 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 

The sign should say: 

The picture should look like: 
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1. Use Jack Stands 
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3. Don't stand under hoist while it's moving 
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4. Don't excessively shake vehicle 
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5. Run away if vehicle starts to fall 
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6. Keep feet clear of hoist 
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7. Unauthorized people stay out 
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8. Only trained operator allowed 
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9. Use auxiliary adapters 
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10. Use extenders when necessary 
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11. Don't exceed weight capacity 
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12. Read ALI manual 
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13. Don't operate if malfunctioning 
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1 4. Periodic Inspection Required 
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Miscellaneous Warnings 

Drop lights not for under 
vehicle use 

Never leave hoist up 
over night 

Disengage safety stop 
before lowering hoist 

(Developed by the subjects) 

Caution- Low projection Head Never leave pit open 
injury may result 

I 

Be sure safety is on Always use safety stands 

See that overhead is 
clear when raising 

Keep doors closed 

Check level weekly 
(hydrolic hoist) 

Use common sense in 
your work place 
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SUBJECT RESPONSES FOR WARNING LABELS 
(unedited) 

1. Message - Use jack stands on vehicles from which components will be 
removed. Removing parts, especially large ones like engines and transmissions, 
changes the vehicle center of gravity which makes it easier for a vehicle to fall off a 
hoist and injure someone. 

arnina Label 

Use jad< stands for stability 
Jack stands should be used if car is to be used awile 
Incomplete 
Caution- Unstable load on hoist 
Use jack stands after removing engine or transmission 
Stands must be used 
Caution- Use jack stands 
Incomplete 
Jack stands needed 
Part removal may result in vehide imbalance. Use jack stands. 
Warning- Jack stands required 
Use jack stands 
Use jack stands when removing large components 
Always use stands when removing heavy objects from vehicle 
Caution use jack stands if needed 
Use safety stands when removing drive line components 
Warning when useing hoist with jack stand vehicle may fall 
Support vehicle when removing large assemblies 
Suport heavy end 
Use stands as needed 
Use safty stands when working under vehicle 
Caution: Always secure vehicle with proper jack stands when removing or installing large 
components 
Take time use jack stands where needed 
Always use jack stands when lifting vehicles 
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2. Message- Always use proper vehicle spotting and manufacturer's 
recommended pickup points. If the proper places are not used, the vehicle will not be 
securely placed on the hoist and it could fall and cause serious injury. This is 
especially true for above ground hoists where it is tempting to place the vehicle too far 
forward so the doors will clear the posts. 

sukkiuk Warnina Law 
Support vehicle at proper lift points 
Always use frame or proper pickup points 
(Beware) Don't place car to far forward This could cause injury 
Caution- Set hoist at proper pich up point 
Always pi& vehicle up at recommended points 
Warning: Check lift pads 
Position vehicle on wheel chock 
Incomplete 
Center vehicle on hoist 
Lift vehicle only on manufacturer recommended pickup points 
Caution- Use proper lifting locations 
Use proper pickup points 
Use proper jack p ints 
Use lifting points recommended by manufacturer 
Caution- Raise vehicle at proper lift points 
Check manufacturer's recommended pickup points 
Use recommended pick up when picking up hoist 
Lift vehicle using only designated lift points 
Use recommended lift points 
Use only recommended pickup points 
Lift vehicle at proper pickup points 
Caution: To avoid serious injury or damage to vehicle, vehicle 
must raised by proper pickup points 
Check vehicle mfg. lift points before using lift 
Use proper lift points 
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3. Message- Do not stand under the hoist while it is raising or lowering the 
vehicle. If it fell, it could cause serious injury or death. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Do not stand under hoist when raising or lowering 
Hoist control should be mounted in a safe place 
Warning: Stand clear of hoist while under operations 
Caution- No standing under hoist when raising or lower vehicle 
Never stand under vehicle while it is going up or down 
Don't stand under hoist while raising or lowering 
Caution: stand clear while raising and lowering vehicle 
Incomplete 
Stand clear during hoist operation 
Do not stand under hoist during hoist operation 
No standing under hoist while raising or lowering 
Keep clear when raising or lowering 
Stay clear of hoist when moving- injury may occur 
Don't stand under vehicle during hoist operation 
Caution- Don't go under vehicle while hoist operates 
Keep clear of hoist when operating 
Warning Stay clear of hoist when coming down 
Remain lcear of hoist while raising or lowering vehicle 
Keep clear when in use 
Use stands only when vehide isn't in motion 
Stand clear when in motion 
Caution: Stand clear of hoist when raising or lowering vehicle 
Stay clear when raising or lowering vehicles 
Keep clear when lifting and lowering vehicles 

4. Message- Do not excessively shake the vehicle while it is on the hoist. It 
might fall and injure someone. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Keep vehicle stable when raised on hoist 
Make sure vehicle is on hoist properly 
Incomplete 
Caution- no rocking of vehicle while on hoist 
Never rock vehicle while up on hoist 
Incomplete 
Do not shake vehicle in raised position 
Do not jolt car while on hoist due to possible injury 
Avoid shaking vehicle 
Excessive movement may cause vehicle to fall 
Do not rock vehicle while on hoist 
Do not shake 
No excessive vehide movement on hoist. Injury may occur. 
Don? use excessive force on vehicle It may fall! 
Caution- Do not shake vehicle while hoist is up 
Do not rock vehicle after hoisting 
Do not try to move or shake car when on hoist 
Do not jounce vehicle while lift is in the raised position 
Do not shake excessively 
Don't shak vehicle 
Avoid shaking vehicle when lifted 
Caution: To avoid injury Avoid 
Minimize vehicle movement when raised 
Use care with cars on hoist - No shaking on hoist 
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5. Message- If the vehicle starts to fall, run away to avoid being struck by it. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Run in opposite direction of falling vehicles 
Check vehicle on hoist before raising up completely 
Incomplete 
Caution- Keep feet out from under hoist 
Run if vehicle should fall from hoist 
Incomplete 
Clear area ii veh;icle moves downward 
tf vehicle starts to fall MOVE! 
Run clear of danger 
Keep clear during hoist operation 
tf vehicle falls, stay clear 
Stand clear if falling 
Get clear of vehicle if it falls 
If vehicle begins to fall- get away fast! 
If vehicle starts to fall get away 
Clear area if vehicle is in danger of falling 
Always check hoist for loose cantrol arm, hoist may fall 
Leave area immediately should vehicle start to fall 
Do not try to stop falling vehicles 
Run ii vehicle is unstable 
Watch for falling vehicles: Seek shelter 
Flee immediatly if vehicle should start to fall 
Move away if vehicle shifts 
Do not save vehicle save yourself 

6. Message- Keep feet from underneath the hoist while the hoist is being 
lowered so they will not be crushed. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Stand clear of vehicle when it is being lowered 
Be alert when lowering vehicle 
Stand clear while lowering hoist 
Caution- Keep feet out from under hoist 
Never have feet near hoist as it is lowered 
Warning Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear of hoist 
Keep feet clear 
Keep clear during hoist operation 
Keep feet clear 
Keep clear while lowering 
Keep feet clear while operating hoist 
Keep feet and hands clear during hoist operation 
Caution keep feet clear while using hoist 
Keep clear of hoist when lowering 
Warning- stay 10120 feet when hoist is in use 
Keep feet clear of hoist while lowering 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet from under hoist frame when lowering vehicle 
Watch your toes 
Stand clear when hoist is being lowered 
Stand clear of vehicle when hoist is moving 
Use care with hoists in motion 
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7. Message- Unauthorized people are not allowed in the hoist area. They could 
get hurt. 

Subiect Warnina Label 

Customers not allowed in service area 
Employees only in garage area 
Incomplete 
Caution- Authorized personnel in lift area 
Only authorized people in this area, others au ld  be hurt 
Unauthorized stay out of hoist area 
Authorized personnel only in this area 
Incomplete 
Stay clear of hoist area 
Keep clear during hoist operation 
Authorized personnel only 
Authorized people only 
Na usage by unauthorized people, Injury may occur 
Authorized personnel only 
No unauthorized people in work area 
Unauthorized personnel stay clear of hoist area 
Mechanic only in shop 
No unauthorized personnel in vicinity of hoist 
For profesional use only 
Unauthorized personal not allowed 
Please stay clear of hoist area 
Authorized personal only in hoist area 
Unauthorized persons please stay clear 
Only authorized persons beyond this point 

8. Message- No one other than the trained operator should operate the hoist. 
Someone who is inexperienced might be hurt. 

s-8 Warnina Label 

Trained personnel only] 
Teach new employee how to operate properly 
Trained operators only 
Caution- Hoist to be used by trained personnel only 
Trained operators only untrained people may be hurt 
Incomplete 
Experienced operator only 
lncomplete 
Experienced operator only 
Experienced operators only 
Experienced operators only 
Trained personnel only 
Trained operator usae only- injury may occur 
Only authorized personnel permitted to operate 
Caution- experienced operator only 
Trained personnel only!! 
Mechanic can only use hoist 
To be operated by trained personnel only 
For professional use only 
Trained personal only 
Please don't touch hoist controlls 
Hoist to be used by authorized only 
Obtain preper training before use 
Operator use only 
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9. Message- Use of auxiliary adapters may affect the capacity of the hoist, so 
that it will not be able to lift as much. If the vehicle with adapters attached exceeds the 
weight capacity of the hoist, the vehicle could fall. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Do not exceed manufacturers maximum weight capacities 
Don't exceed hoist capacity 
Incomplete 
Caution- Use only specified or correct adapters on this hoist 
Run if vehicle should fall from hoist 
Check lift capacity when adapters are in use 
Use approved adapters only 
Do not overload hoist aux. adapters 
Use caution when adapters are used 
Capacity of this hoist is , check vehicle weight before using. 
Auxiliary adapters may affect load capacity 
Use proper equipment 
Adapters may affect lifting capacity 
Only use hoist as it was designed 
Caution- overloaded vehicle is dangerous 
Do not assist lifting capacity of hoist 
Warning auxiliary adapters may cause vehicle to fall 
When adding adapters consider them when determining hoist lift capacity 
Do not exceed weight limits 
Check vehicle for added weight 
Don't lift vehicles with heavy loads or attachments 
Auxiliary adapters of any kind are not to be used with this hoist 
Use adapters only as recommended by manufacturer 
Do not exceed the capacity of the hoist 
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10. Message- Some vehicles may require use of extenders for proper lifting. If 
extenders are not used the car would not be securely placed on the lift, and could fall 
off. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Use proper lift adapters to stablize vehicle before lifting 
Extenders are used for special clearance under car 
lncomplete 
Caution- Use extenders when necessary to stabalize vehicle on hoist 
Before lifting check for use of extenders 
Check to see i f  extenders we in place 
Use proper extenders only 
Incomplete 
Some vehicles require extenders 
Lift vehicle only on manufacturer recommended pickup points 
Caution- Use extenders when needed (required) 
Use extenders i f  required 
Use extenders when required 
Use hoist equipment properly 
Caution Use proper equipment if needed 
Do not use makeshift extentions 
Warning when useing extenders on vehicle Be careful 
Use adapters where specifically required for vehicle 
Incomplete 
Use extenions as needed 
Use proper lift pads 
Extenders must be used on vehicles requiring them to ensure saftey 
CK for proper hoist contact before raising 
H extenders are needed to properly raise a car use them 

1 1. Message- Do not exceed the weight capacity of the hoist. If the hoist is 
overloaded it could fail unexpectedly and injure someone. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Exceeding hoist max weight capacity could result in injury or death 
Don't try to raise a truck on a car lifi 
Warning- This hoist weight limit is X amount of Ibs. 
Caution- Do not exceed lift weight capacity of the hoist 
Check lift capacity before lifting 
Check capacity 
Do not exceed load limit 
Do not overload hoist 
Check hoist weight capacity 
Capacity of this hoist is . Check vehicle weight before using. 
Hoist capacity : 5000 
Do not exceed capacity 
Do not exceed weight capacity 
Do not overload hoist 
Caution - Is vehicle to heavy 
Do not assist lifting capacity of hoist 
Warning Do not over exceed hoist! 
Do not overload hoist. Capacity of this hoist is 
Do not exceed weight limits 
Do not exceed weight capacity 
Do not over load hoist with heavy vehicles 
Do not exceed load capacity of hoist 
Do not overload hoist 
Help! I'm overloaded 
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12. Message- Read the Automotive Lift Institute safety manual, the safety tips 
card, and all other lift-related printed material before operating the hoist. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Know all proper lifting methods before using this equipment 
Know about your hoist before you use it 
Incomplete 
Caution- Read all instructions on proper use of this hoist 
Read safety manual before operating lift 
lncomplete 
Read operaters manul before useing 
Read manuals before hoist operation 
Read safety and operating material 
Please read safety manuals before using 
Do you know how this hoist operates 
Reading of safety manual required 
Read all related manuals before operating 
Read manual before operation 
Read safety material before useing 
lncomplete 
Check operating manuel befor use hoist 
Follow instruction in ALI safety manual when operating hoist 
Read instruction carefully 
Read safety manual before operation 
Read operater and saftey manuals before use 
Be sure to read ALI safety manual and operators manual before operating hoist 
Read all safety information before use 
Become fommilar with a hoist before operation 

13. Message- Do not operate the hoist if any part is not working properly. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Not safe for use if any component is not fully functional 
If hoist leaks or safety leg is broken have it repaired 
Incomplete 
Inspect hoist and do not use if all parts are not in working order 
Never operate hoist if any parts have stopped working properly 
Do not operate with parts broken or missing 
Check all parts befor using 
Do not operate a damaged hoist 
Do not operate faulty hoist 
Check and note hoist operation before using 
tf hoist is broken or damaged- Do not operate call the proper department 
lncomplete 
Do not oeprate defective hoist 
Do not use faulty equipment 
Danger If not working properly 
Do not operate hoist if any part is defective 
Check hoist daily 
Do not operate hoist if any portion of system is not operating correctly 
Keep all parts in proper condition 
Don't operate with defective equipment 
Check hoist before use 
Hoist and components must be in proper working order before using lift 
Check all operating parts before use 
If hoist operation is not safe do not use 
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14. Message - Periodic inspection and maintenance of this hoist is required. If 
this is not followed the hoist could malfunction. Consult the owner's manual for proper 
maintenance procedures. 

Subiect # Warnina Label 

Perform proper maintenance and have repairs performed by qualified personnel 
Visual inspection monthly can save your life and equipment 
lncomplete 
lncomplete 
PM is needed to keep hoist in good working order, check manual 
Maintain hoist prevent accidents 
Check proper maintance record before using 
lncomplete 
Inspect hoist often 
Do not use if this hoist is overdue for scheduled maintenance. 
Perform routine maintenance when required 
Periodic inspection required 
Sewice hoist per owners manual 
Inspection hoist periodically 
lncomplete 
Service and inspect hoist on timely schedule 
Check maintenace on hoist Dailyl 
Follow maintanance proceedures as prescribed by manufacturer 
Inspect weekly for operation 
Check for periodic inspection of equipment 
Service hoist regularly 
Periodic maintenance and inspection required every . 
Consuk operators manual for procedure. 
Proper maintenance 8 inspection necc. for safe operation 
lncomplete 
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APPENDIX C 
EXPERIMENT 2 

This appendix contains the subject consent forms that were used for the second 
experiment. The second consent form was used for the subjects from the General 
Motors Proving Grounds, since those subjects were not paid for their participation. 
The subject consent form is normally printed on UMTRI letterhead paper. Since the 
same biographical data form was used for both experiments, the form appears at the 
beginning of Appendix B only. Appendix C also contains the data sheets used by 
subjects to record their responses. Finally, this appendix contains the raw warnings 
produced by subjects. 
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TEST OF WARNING LABELS FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS 

SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

The purpose of this research is to develop warning messages for above ground 
automotive lifts (service-station car hoists), and then test to verify that automotive lift 
users, such as yourselves, understand these messages. 

You will be shown various pictorial warnings and asked what each picture represents. 
Also you will rank the pictures for each warning and alternative wordings. In the last 
section of the experiment, you will be shown various combinations of texts, and asked 
to pick the one you like the best. The experiment will take about an hour. $10 in cash 
will be paid upon completion. 

,We will need to videotape a few people participating in this experiment as well. If this 
is asked of me, I do/do not (circle one) consent to my being video-taped during this 
experiment. 

I have read and understand the information above. 

print your name date 

sign your name witness (experimenter) 
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TEST OF WARNING LABELS FOR AUTOMOTIVE LIFTS ........................................................................................................... 
SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 

The purpose of this research is to develop warning messages for above ground 
automotive lifts (service-station car hoists), and then test to verify that automotive lift 
users, such as yourselves, understand these messages. 

You will be shown various pictorial warnings and asked what each picture represents. 
Also you will rank the pictures for each warning and alternative wordings. In the last 
section of the experiment, you will be shown various combinations of texts, and asked 
to pick the one you like the best. The experiment will take between 45 minutes to an 
hour. 

I have read and understand the information above. 

print your name date 

sign your name witness (experimenter) 
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Rating Candidate Symbols and their Texts 
for Automotive Hoist Warning Labels 

Instructions 

You will be shown several candidate symbols representing 1 4 different 
warnings for above ground garage hoists. Write down what you think each picture 
means (the warning message). Be as specific as possible. There will be more than 
one picture for each warning (but usually on different pages) so you can use the same 
text more than once. Two examples are shown below. 
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Operator's 
Manual 

ALI 

I 
_I 
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Operator's 
Manual 

I 
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The next section of this survey shows the 14 warning descriptions with their 
corresponding candidate symbols. On the following pages, rank the symbol based on 
how well each picture describes the warning given. Label the best picture with a 
number 1, and the second best with the number 2 (etc.) until all possible choices have 
been ranked. Place your ranking in the upper lefthand corner of the picture on the 
space provided. 

1. Use jack stands on vehicles from which components will be removed. 
Removing parts, especially large ones like engines and transmissions, 
changes the vehicle center of gravity which makes it easier for a vehicle 
to fall off a hoist and injure someone. ( 1 =best, 2=2nd best, etc.) 
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2. Always use proper vehicle spotting and manufacturer's recommended 
pickup points. If the proper places are not used, the vehicle will not be 
securely placed on the hoist and it could fall and cause serious injury. 
This is especially true for above ground hoists where it is tempting to 
place the vehicle too far forward so the doors will clear the posts. 
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3. Do not stand under the hoist while it is raising or lowering the vehicle. If it 
falls, it could cause serious injury or death. 
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4. Do not excessively shake the vehicle while it is on the hoist. It might fall 
and injure someone. 
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5. If the vehicle starts to fall, run away to avoid being struck by it. 
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6. Keep feet from underneath the hoist while the hoist is being lowered so 
they will not be crushed. 
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7. Unauthorized people are not allowed in the hoist area. 
They could get hurt. 
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8. No one other than the trained operator should operate the hoist. 
Someone who is inexperienced might be hurt. 
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9. Use of auxiliary adapters may affect the capacity of the hoist, so that it will 
not be able to lift as much. If the vehicle with adapters attached exceeds 
the weight capacity of the hoist, the vehicle could fall. 
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10. Some vehicles may require use of extenders for proper lifting. If 
extenders are not used the car would not be securely placed on the lift, 
and could fall off. 
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11. Do not exceed the weight capacity of the hoist. If the hoist is overloaded 
it could fail unexpectedly and injure someone. (See next page) 
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Number 11 continued 

**Please note in the space provided whether you prefer the large truck or the pickup 
with cargo for this warning. 
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12. Read the Automotive Lift Institute safety manual, the safety tips card, and 
all other lift-related printed material before operating the hoist. 

Operator's 
Manual 

ALI 

Operator's 
Manual 

I 
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13. Do not operate the hoist if any part is not working properly. 
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14. Periodic inspection and maintenance of this hoist is required. If this is not 
followed the hoist could malfunction. Consult the owner's manual for 
proper maintenance procedures. 
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The last portion of this survey is very similar to the previous part. In this section, 
rank candidate text messages for the warning descriptions just as you ranked the. 
pictures. Several candidate texts follow each warning description. Choose which text 
best fits the warning description given. 
(1 =best, 2=2nd best, 3=worst) 

Warning #1: 
Use jack stands on vehicles from which components will be removed. Removing 

parts, especially large ones like engines and transmissions, changes the vehicle 
center of gravity which makes it easier for a vehicle to fall off a hoist and injure 
someone. 

1. Use jack stands when removing large components. 

2. Always use jack stands when removing heavy objects 
from vehicle. 

3. Always secure vehicle with proper jack stands 
when removing or installing large components. 

Warning #2: 
Always use proper vehicle spotting and manufacturer's recommended pickup 

points. If the proper places are not used, the vehicle will not be securely placed on the 
hoist and it could fall and cause serious injury. This is especially true for above 
ground hoists where it is tempting to place the vehicle too far forward so the doors will 
clear the posts. 

1. Lift vehicle using only designated pickup points. 

2. Raise vehicle at proper lift points. 

3. Check vehicle manufacturer lift points before using 
hoist. 
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Warning #3: 
Do not stand under the hoist while it is raising or lowering the vehicle. If it falls, it 

could cause serious injury or death. 

1. Don't stand under hoist while raising or lowering. 

2. Stay clear of hoist when operating. 

3. Remain clear of hoist while raising or lowering vehicle. 

Warning #4: 
Do not excessively shake the vehicle while it is on the hoist. It might fall and 

injure someone. 

1. Keep vehicle stable when raised on hoist. 

2. Never rock vehicle while up on hoist. 

3. Do not shake vehicle in raised position. 

Warning #5: 
If the vehicle starts to fall, run away to avoid being struck by it. 

1. Run away if vehicle starts to fall. 

2. Leave area immediately should vehicle start to fall. 

3. Clear area if vehicle is in danger of falling. 

Warning #6: 
Keep feet from underneath the hoist while the hoist is being lowered so they will 

not be crushed. 

1. Stand clear of vehicle when it is being lowered. 

2. Keep feet clear of hoist while lowering. 

3. Keep feet from under hoist frame when lowering vehicle. 
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Warning #7: 
Unauthorized people are not allowed in the hoist area. They could get hurt. 

1. Customers not allowed in service area. 

2. Authorized personnel only. 

3. Unauthorized persons please stay clear. 

Warning #8: 
No one other than the trained operator should operate the hoist. Someone who 

is inexperienced might get hurt. 

1. Trained personnel only. 

2. Experienced operators only. 

3. Hoist to be used by authorized personnel only. 

Warning #9: 
Use of auxiliary adapters may affect the capacity of the hoist, so that it will not be 

able to lift as much. If the vehicle with adapters attached exceeds the weight capacity 
of the hoist, the vehicle could fall. 

1. Check lift capacity when adapters are in use. 

2. Do not overload hoist auxiliary adapters. 

3. Auxiliary adapters may affect load capacity. 
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Warning #lo: 
Some vehicles may require use of extenders for proper lifting. If extenders are 

not used the car would not be securely placed on the lift, and could fall off. 

6 

1. Use extenders when necessary to stabilize 
vehicle on hoist. 

2. Use extenders when required. 

3. Extenders must be used on vehicles requiring them to 
ensure safety. 

Warning #11: 
Do not exceed the weight capacity of the hoist. If the hoist is overloaded it could 

fail unexpectedly and injure someone. 

1. Check lift capacity before lifting. 

2. Do not exceed weight capacity. 

3. Do not overload hoist. 

Warning #12: 
Read the Automotive Lift Institute safety manual, the safety tips card, and all other 

lift-related printed material before operating the hoist. 

1. Know all proper lifting methods before using this 
equipment. 

2. Read safety manual before operating lift. 

3. Follow instructions in ALI safety manual when 
operating hoist. 
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Warning #13: 
Do not operate the hoist if any part is not working properly. 

1. Do not operate a damaged hoist. 

2. Do not use faulty equipment. 

3. Hoist and components must be in proper working 
order before using. 

Warning #14: 
Periodic inspection and maintenance of this hoist is required. If this is not 

followed the hoist could malfunction. Consult the owner's manual for proper 
maintenance procedures. 

1. Periodic inspection is required. 

2. Service hoist regularly. 

3. Proper maintenance and inspection necessary for safe 
operation. 
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In this phase, develop warning messages using the words given below, in the 
order shown. Words in parentheses are optional. Circle the words selected. After 
choosing the words write the warning in the space provided. An example is shown 
below. 

I Smoking I causes I (lung) I cancer I 
I 1 can lead to I (throat) I I 

I Smoking I causes I lung I cancer I 
I I can lead to I throat I I 

Smokina can lead to cancer. 

1. I (Always)[ use I jack stands I when removing I large components I 
I I 1 safety stands I I heavy objects I 

I from vehicle I 
I 

2. 1 Don't I rock (ing) ( vehicle I --- while on hoist 
I Never I shake (ing) I car 

I 
I Avoid (excessive) 

I 
I jolt (ins) I 
I jounce (ing) I 
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3. 1 Keep 
[Stand 

I (feet) clear (of hoist) I while moving I 
I ( while lowering I 

4. 1 Experienced 1 operator(s) 1 only I 
I Trained I personnel I I 

5. 1 Use I extenders I if I required I 
I 1 extentions 1 when I necessary I 

I adapters I 

6. 1 Read I safety I manual I before I use (ing) 
1 operating 1 instructions I 

I 
1 hoist operation I 
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Response Data for Experiment 2--All 50 subjects 
(unedited) 

m e  #I- Some vehicles require proper extenders for lifting 

Do not lift in center of vehicle 
About ground single post lift 
Improper set up damage may occur 
Watch for low hanging objects 
Use contact points 
Frame lii 
Be sure the hoist arms contact the frame on trucks 
Don't pick up cars with something on the hoist arms 
Watch for proper location of hoist contacts 
Do not lift in center of vehicle 
Watch where you put hoist under car 
No lii pads 
Use proper blocks to give extra clearances, if needed to obtain proper contact 
Check vehicle clearance 
Be careful of vehicle under body when sing hoist - 
Use hoist adapter for certain vehicles 
Make sure arms contact frame 
Watch for lii arms hitting fuel tank 
Do not lift off of lift rests 
Use proper lift points 
Center on frame no body panel 
Watch for body damage - 
Not setting up right 
Watch for underside obstructions 
Not proper clearance 
Watch low hanging parts on vehicle - 
Do not block under vehicle for lifting purposes 
Hoist on body be careful of low things under truck 

- 
Hoist set too far to rear 
Lift points 
lmproper lift of TAK hoist hitting bottom 
Use proper lift points 
Use correct pad locations 
Do not leave objects on hoist arms 
Set hoist clear of under body parts on vehicle 
Truck not properly supported 
Check pad clearance 
Use of this style hoist could cause damage to underbody - 
Check under vehicle for low hanging parts 
Make sure vehicle weight is centered before lifting 
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& l u r e  #2- Use proper vehicle spotting and manufacturer's pickup points. 

Looks more like directions to set a hoist and obviously not correct. 
Above ground 4 point frame contact lift 
Lift pads 
Watch adjustment 
Up and down position - 
Make sure all hoist arms are in place on hoist 
Adjust hoist at these points 
Make sure hoist arms are proper position when raising cars or tmcks 
Make sure pads are set in place before lifting 
Arms go u p  down 
Pad not centered 
Space lift points evenly - 
Always center vehicle and use proper lift points - 
Arrows show pad position 
Watch for moving equipment 
Inspect lift pads - 
- 
Pad move by different controls 
Lift points - 
Hoist not set right 
Don? leave arms extended 
Maintenance - 
Make sure pad are set properly 
Adjust lifting arms to lift vehicle at proper lifting points 
Lower hoist before using - 
- 
- 
Always use all lifting arms when using hoist 
Hoist pads - 
Proper way to set hoist 
Visual inspection 
Don't know 
Use proper lift points - 
Adjust hoist arms 
Hoist arms swing in and out 
Hoist with direction arms 
Check hoist pads 
Position hoist pads like this - ft pads 90 degrees, rear 45 degrees - 
Check hoist pads to be sure they are level - 
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m r e  - Don't excessively shake vehicle 

Watch for contact with top of vehicle 
Do not lii if car is unsteady 
Watch for shaking or vibration when lifting 
No tall vehicles 
Do not lift 
No lift 
Do not rock vehicle when on hoist 
Make sure car doesn't teetertotter on hoist 
Don't tun car on hoist - 
Make sure car is on hoist level 
Do not lift all the way up 
Don't use a hoist when a vehicle shakes on it 
Do not let vehicle bounce 
Be sure vehicle is stable on hoist 
Car in backwards 
Do make car unstable when on hoist 
Do not rock car 
Excessive vibration when lifting 
Center car on hoist 
Do not allow vehicle to rock . 
Don't leave car running on hoist 
Do not shake car 
Do not shake vehicle 

Watch overhead clearance 
Do not shake - 
- 
Do not lift vehicle if unstable on hoist/ relocate lifting arms 
Watch car top 
Center car 
Do not raise vehicle too high - 
Make sure vehicle is stable on hoist 
Do not raise if vehicle wiggles 
Do not shake vehicle 
Watch height of vehicle 
Unsafe to hoist 
Don't lift 
Watch overhead clearance 
Do not bounce vehicle 
Do not rock vehicle 
Do not hoist cars- damage may occur to top of car 
Car unstable 
Do not shake 
Don't rock vehicle while on hoist 
Warning- may cause damage to roof of vehicle if lifted too high 
Warning- Do not run vehicle while in a raised position 
Make sure vehicle is stable before lifting 
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m r e  #4 - Use of auxiliary adapters may affect hoist capacity 

Keep clear from this area of hoist 
In-ground driveon lift 
Hoist arms lifting position 
Beware of hoist legs 
Arms swing in 
Adjust arms in - 
Adjust hoist at these points 
Be careful Hoist moves freely - 
Watch your step arms swing 
Pad not out 
Don't space arms too closely together - 
Center vehicle prior to driving onto hoist - 
Arrows show hoist pad movement 
Swing arms inward to contact car frame 
Excessive vibration when lifting 
Make sure all arms are positioned - 
Four wax adjusted pads - 
Make sure hoist is secure - 
Don't use adapters 
Do not adapters - 
- 
Do not use hoist if lifting arms are badly worn 
Drive on make sure load is centered 

- 
Make sure lift arms are locked before lifting a vehicle - 
- 
Pads not fully under could slip out 
Caution- Hazardous area- adapters in use - 
Use proper lift points 
Beware of moving parts 
Use adapters when necessary - 
Earthquake around hoist 
Check all pads supporting vehicle 
Hoist supported at these points 
Hoist may sway 
Be sure hoist is secure - 
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W e  6 - Unauthorized people not allowed 

Keep people away from hoisted vehicle 
Hard hat required- Authorized personnel only 
No customers allowed when vehicle is lifted 
No people allowed in hoist area 
Workers only 
Technician only - No customers 
Do not have other people around vehicle on a hoist 
No customers under hoist 
Wear hard hat when working in this area- No unauthorized personnel allowed 
No customers allowed in hoist areas when in use 
Keep people away from hoist with car on it 
No customers in work area 
Don? allow customers around hoists 
Do not let customers under vehicle without hard hat 
No customers under raised vehicles 
Keep customers out of vehicle when on hoists 
Do not allow pedestrians around hoist 
Authorized personnel only 
No unauthorized personnel near lift 
Employees only in lift area 
Do not allow unauthorized persons under vehicle on lift 
Hard Hat No onlookers 
Keep unauthorized people away - 
Shop people only 
Keep out of mechanic stalls 
Keep away 
Pedestrians stay out 
No customers in or under car while it's being worked on 
Keep all personnel clear of hoist area 
Stay away from under hoist 
Do not go under lift 
Wear hard hat in hoist area 
Keep clear of hoist 
No one but the operator should be near or under the hoist - 
Keep others clear while operating hoist 
Keep customers out of work area 
Caution - Hazardous area had hat required - no public allowed 
Work area authorized people only 
Mechanic only under car 
No unauthorized people in area 
Authorized personnel only 
Keep unsupervised people away from hoist when in use 
No relatives helping out on the job 
Do not allow families near car while being worked on 
Customers not allowed around vehicles while raised 
No customers around hoist 
Warning - No unauthorized persons in work area 
Customers are not allowed in hoist areas 
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Picture - Don't stand under hoist while raising or lowering 

Keep clear of vehicle when raising or lowering vehicle- Remain at controls 
Electriially operated above ground hoist 
Control panel operated 
Stand clear 
Use remote controls - 
Always use controls when lowering or raising car 
The controls are wall mounted 
What hoist moves up and down at any time 
Stand clear when operating hoist 
Stand clear car will go up or down 
Hoist going up or down 
Watch what vehicle is doing, when raising and lowering hoists - 
Be sure of how to control hoist prior to using - 
Operator moves hoist up and down from control on wall 
Watch for raising and lowering of vehicles - 
- 
Stand away from vehicle while raising or lowering 
Hoist move in up and down mode 
All the way up or down - 
Watch for falling 
Use controls to raise and lower 
Raise and lower - 
Remember up and down 
Keep hoist controls far enough from hoist for safety purposes 
Lower and raising hoist - 
- 
Learn controls - 
Up and Down control is on wall 
Keep clear while operating hoist - 
Caution - hoist area 
Up and down controls - 
Stand clear of raisingtlowering vehicle 
Keep clear when raising and lowering 
Hoist control 
Knowing how to raise and lower hoist 
Stand away while raising or lowering 
Use control to lift of lower car 
Stand clear of hoist when raising or lowering 
Stay clear of hoist while raising and lowering 
Do not stand under vehicles when lifting or lowering 
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Picture - Don't exceed weight capacity 

Do not raise vehicle with load 
Do not lift unstable heavy loads 
Unsafe - Do not lift 
Do not lift loaded vehicle 
Don't overload one end 
No lift of loaded vehicles 
Do not put trucks with payloads on hoist 
Don? raise trucks that are loaded 
Center truck or Don't overtoad a hoist 
Never lift uneven load 
Watch that weight of vehicle is centered 
No loads in rear while lifting 
Overloaded or vehicles with mislocated weight transfer can cause shaking vehicle 
dangerous 
Do not pick vehicle in this manner 
Lift weighted vehicle evenly on hoist 
Distribute wight evenly 
Do not lifl vehicle with overload in rear 
Do not overload: distribute weight evenly 
Overweight uneven load 
Do not lift loaded trucks 
Do not lift vehicle with uneven load 
Don? lift with a load 
Do not lift unbalanced load 
Do not overload hoist 
Too much weight 
Don't overload 
Unbalanced 
Do not off balance vehicle 
Don't lift with load unbalanced 
Do not lift vehicle with balast 
Uneven load use twin axle hoist 
Balance weight 
Do not raise a vehicle with a heavy load 
Don't overload hoist 
Do not attempt to lift a vehicle with an excessive load 
Do not lift lopsided loads 
Do not lift trucks when loaded 
Vehicle not balanced properly 
Don't lift unbalanced load 
Don't overload 
Do not lift loaded vehicles 
Do not raise loaded vehicle 
Do not overload hoist 
Do not lift uneven or overloaded loads 
Trucks rocking 
Do not shake wlh tail heavy loads 
Don? lift trucks that are loaded 
No weight in truck beds when lifting 
Do not raise uneven loads 
Do not lift vehicles with uneven payloads 
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& l u r e  #8 - Don't operate if any part isn't working properly 

Do not raise vehicle without ail supports in place 
Do not lift without all points in contact 
Equipment damage - Do not lift 
Watch for hanging pieces 
Center vehicle 
Position so all pads contact 
Do not leave hoist arm away from vehicle when on hoist 
Don7 use the hoist if the arms are damaged 
Make sure all hoist arms are in proper location before lifting 
Don? lift if contacts are not in place 
Watch for objects under car - 
Never use hoists with bent equipment - 
Do not use hoist if parts are missing or broken - 
Do not pick up car with hoist pad out of position 
Do not obstruct lift operation - 
Position feet properly 

Make sure hoist is centered 
Do not use damaged equipment - 
Set up wrong - 
Damaged 
Make sure all pads set good 
Do not set pad except where you are supposed to 
Do not use hoist if defective 
Arm not contacting car set up uneven - 
Do not lift with broken hoist 

- 
Do not use if broken 
Do not operate if hoist is damaged 
Pad not set properly 
Don't lift without proper pad location 
Don't use damaged hoist - 
Do not leave parts hanging under vehicle 
Inspect hoist before using 
Do not lift cars with this hoist 
Bent hoist support arm 
Do not use with broken arms 
Make sure all pads are making contact before lifting 
Do not lift cars when lifting arm is not in contact with car 
Do not raise vehicles until all pads are properly placed 
Do not lift vehicles unless all contact points are firmly on vehicle 
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m e  #9 - Trained operator only 

Do not attempt to modify operation of hoist 
Think before you operate 
Watch before approaching 
Think smart when using hoist 
Use plenty of light - 
Use bright ideas when using hoist 
Wearing a bump hat is a good idea 
Wear hard hat and think - Understand hoist before operating 
Know your hoist operation - 
To reset pad before lifting 
I wonder why hoist was lefl up - find out and explain the danger - 
Use proper safety equipment when working under hoists - 
Be ingenious when using hoist 
Be alert - 
Do not modify - 
Use in well lighted area 
Think safety 
Think before you operate a hoist 
No foolishness 
Where's the car 
Person not sure of hoist 

- 
Do not alter hoist in any way 
Better idea- Don't be too bright - 
Think before operating - 
Know how to use the hoist before attempting operation 

- 
Proper way to set hoist 
Visual Inspection- Don't use if you don't know how 
Use only if you know how 
No bright ideas on changing hoist operation - 
Trained personnel only 
Only trained personnel to operate hoist 
Technician light-headed 
Check hoist 
Think before using hoist 
Man with bright idea about hoist 
Think before using this equipment - 
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m e  #I Q - Run if vehicle starts to fall 

If vehicle falls off hoist leave area 
Run away from moving or falling car 
Move away if danger is present 
Do not stand around falling cars 
Move away from direction of fall 
Get out of the way of falling cars 
If car is falling, head for the hills 
If the vehicle falls tun to the highside or away from low side 
Watch for unstable cars, get out o the way if starts to fall 
Move in opposite direction of falling car 
If car starts to fall get out of the way 
Car too far forward 
Get out of the way if a vehicle gets out of control on a hoist 
Look out 
Stay clear of hoist if vehicle becomes unstable 
Watch for falling cars 
If the car is falling, get the h-- out of there 
Stay away from uneven vehicles 
Get out of area when car is falling 
If car falls get out from under it 
If vehicle tips while on hoist move in opposite direction 
Keep clear if car falls 
Run away opposite of falling car 
If there are any signs of trouble, get out of the way 
Do not leave hoist unattended 
Get away from vehicle when in trouble 
Car falls- Run opposite way 
Run out center away from vehicle if falling 
If car falls or is falling stand clear - you're not going to stop it 
Clear the area if vehicle starts to fall 
Move away from lowest part of falling car 
Cars falling - Run 
If car falls run in opposite direction 
Get clear of falling vehicles 
Keep clear of vehicle during lifting 
If car starts to fall get away 
Run away if vehicle falls 
Not set properly stay out from under 
If car starts to fall- get out of the way 
If car falls don't try to save it! Save yoursetf 
Move the opposite way that vehicle is falling 
Move away from falling vehicle 
Stand clear of falling vehicle 
Keep clear from vehicle 
Car improperly supported, technician running for life 
Move away from falling car 
Get away if vehicle starts to fall 
If auto is to fall front first then exit rear of car 
Stay away from falling cars on hoist 
If vehicle should shift or fall from hoist - run in opposite direci 
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m r e  #I1 - Periidic Maintenance required 

Clearly mark broken hoist 
Broken contact point 
Pad missing 
Broken lift 
Hoist inoperable 
Hoist down for repairs 
Always notify others of equipment in repair 
Don't use the hoist if tits broken, get it fixed 
Don't use hoist- front left arm being repaired 
Do not use - Hoist unsafe 
Hoist inoperative 
Pad missing 
Discontinue using a damaged hoist until repaired 
Broken 
Don't use broken hoist 
Keep hoist in top shape 
Do not operate a broken hoist 
Do not use 
Lift inoperable: Broken pad 
Do not use 
Do not use hoist while under repair 
Don't use 
Broken hoist 
This hoist should not be used 
Do not use 
Down for repairs 
DO not use 
Do not use broken hoist 
Can not be used 
Tag and lock out hoist for any repairs 
Broken pad - Do not use - 
Notify someone if hoist is in need of repair 
Tag hoist if it needs repairs 
Check to make sure hoist is not outof-service before operations 
Hoist broken 
Tag hoist that are unsafe 
Pad missing - Don't use 
Damaged equipment 
Don't use 
Do not use 
Repair lift before operating 
Do not use 
Do not use hoist, down for repairs 
Hoist broken 
Do not use 
Hoist broken Don't use 
Hoist pad broken Do no use or operate 
Make sure you use a sigh when hoist is broken 
Do not use equipment that is broken or in need of repair 
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e #12 - Read safety manual and instructions before operating 

Use operator's manual, certified by ALI 
Read all instructions before operating 
Read of instructions before use 
Read before use 
Read operator's manual 
Read of manual 
Read Automotive Lift Institutes' Operator's manual before use 
Use the operator's manual 
Manual for safety and hoist operation 
Location of operator's manual 
Hoist manual 
If you don't understand- read the manual 
Read owner's manual 
Read this 
Read operator's manual prior to operating hoist - 
Read operator's manual before using 
Read manual for proper operation 
Lift instruction manual 
Read operator's manual 
Read and understand operator's manual before operation 
Read if you have problems 
Instruction book 
Always refer to the operator's manual 
All personnel must read 
Refer to 
See manual before using 
Read instructions 
If there's a problem with the hoist use manual 
Read operator's manual before operating hoist 
Something l ~ o k  at when something not working right - 
Refer to manual if in doubt 
Read operator manuals 
Operator's manual location - 
Read operator manual before using hoist 
Read operator's manual 
Locale of Operator's manual 
Read operator's manual 
Use operator's manual 
Read manual before operating 
Read manual 
Use owner's manual to repair hoist 
Proper manual for hoist 
Check manual 
Read operator manual - 
Read operator's manual for instruction of use 
Do not operate until you have read manual and have been properly trained 
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m e  #I 3 - Keep feet from under hoist while it's being lowered 

Watch feet when lowering hoist 
Keep clear of moving hoist 
Do not lower with controls unattended 
Stand clear when in operation 
Know your position when lowering vehicle 
Operate hoist from controls 
Stay away from vehicle when it is lowered off hoist 
Keep feet clear of the car while lowering 
Watch hoist may be dangerous is not careful comes down at any time 
Keep feet away from car when lowering 
Watch your feet 
Stay back when lowering 
Don't get your foot trapped 
Don? do this! 
Keep feet clear of hoist when lowering hoisted vehicle 
Watch feet 
Don't let the car down on your foot 
Keep feet away from lowering vehicles 
Keep feet out from under car 
Watch your feet 
Keep away from vehicle's tires while lowering 
Keep feet clear 
Watch when lowering car 
Car may roll on your foot 
Watch out for pads 
Foot hazard 
Stay clear of car and hoist 
Watch feet 
Keep feet clear until car and hoist are all the way down 
Keep clear of hoist area when letting vehicle down 
Don't set on foot watch for rolling car 

Keep clear when lowering 
Keep feet clear when lowering hoist 
Keep feet clear when lowering hoist 
Watch your feet when lowering vehicles 
Keep feet clear at pinch points 
Watch feet when lowering vehicle 
Stand clear when lowering 
Keep clear at all times 
Keep clear of hoist 
Stand clear of lowering vehicle 
Keep feet clear 
Keep clear of vehicle when lowering 
Foot caught under hoist 
Do not roll car over foot 
Injury may occur if you get too close to lowered vehicle 
Stand clear of hoist when lowering 
Keep feet clear of vehicle while lowering 
Keep feet out from under vehicles that are being lowered 
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-Don't exceed weight capacity 

Do not lift loaded or unbalanced vehicle 
Do not lift properly loaded vehicles 
Unstable load - Do not lift 
Do not lift loaded vehicle 
Don't overload one end of vehicle 
No lift loaded trucks 
Do not put trucks with payload on hoist 
Don? raise trucks while they are loaded 
Don't overload a hoist 
Do not lift uneven load 
Check to see if car is set on hoist properly 
No loads 
Overloaded vehicle can cause dangerous rocking condition 
Do not pick vehicle in this manner 
Do not lift weighted vehicles unless correctly hoisted 
Distribute weight evenly 
Overloaded vehicles are unstable on a hoist 
Do not overload: distribute weight evenly 
Uneven and ovemeight load 
Do not lift loaded tires 
Do not lift or work on vehicle if unsteady on lift 
Center pad on hoist for balance 
Unbalanced load 
Do not overload a hoist 
Overload - not stable 
Don't overload 
Do not shake uneven load 
Do not off-balance vehicle 
Do not pick up unbalanced load 
Do not lift vehicle with balast 
Uneven load using wrong hoist 
Do not shake car 
Do not lift vehicles with heavy loads 
Unbalanced loads may tip 
Excessive weight may cause vehicle imbalance - 
Do not lift vehicle when loaded 
Vehicle too heavy for hoist 
Don't lift unbalanced load 
Don't overload 
Do not lift loaded vehicles 
Do not lift loaded vehicles 
Do not shake vehicles 
Do not lift uneven loads or overweighted loads 
Improper balanced truck 
Do not shake 
Overloaded vehicle may rock or fall 
Do not use hoist with vehicle that is rear-end heavy 
Do not run car while on hoist with a load on it - 
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m e  #Is - Don't shake vehicle 

Do not attempt to steady falling vehicle 
Do not try to hold falling vehicle 
No standing - Danger 
Do not li unstable vehicle 
Don't teter vehicle on hoist 
Don't touch falling vehicle 
Do not push car off hoist 
Don't try to stop a cat that's falling from falling 
Make sure all arms and lifts are in proper places 
Do not try stopping falling car - Injury may result 
Too much weight on front 
No rocking car while on hoist 
Don't try to catch a vehicle rocking on hoist 
Do not pick vehicle in this manner 
Do not lift vehicles unless evenly and stablely supported 
Lower hoist evenly, front and rear 
Do not push up on a car when on a hoist 
Do not rock or unbalance vehicles 
Do not attempt to hold car on lift when falling 
Match the center of gravity 
Do not rock vehicle while or hoist 
Check to make sure car is balanced 
Do not push on car 
Do not try to hold a car - get out of the way 
Car will drop 
Don't raise one end and not the other or Don't push 
Do not shake unbalanced 
Vehicle must not be shaky 
Do not stand near hoist or car when it's falling 
Do not try to catch vehicle if falling 
Uneven load can't hold car up too heavy in front should use stand 
Do not try to stop falling car 
Do not rock car when raised on hoist - 
Excessive movement of vehicle on hoist may cause the vehicle to tip - 
Do not shake vehicle while on the hoist 
Vehicle not set properly 
Proper pad location 
Use proper setting points 
Do not attempt to stop falling car 
Do not bounce vehicle 
Do not shake vehicle 
Get clear of vehicle if it falls off hoist 
Improper balanced car 
Do not try to stop falling car 
Don't push on rear of vehicle without safety brace 
Do not come in contact with car that is falling 
Danger- Vehicle may slide off hoist if its running while raised 
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m r e  #I 6 - Use of auxiliary adapters may affect hoist capacity 

Do not lift vehicle by wheels 
Above ground drive on hoist - 
Do not lift by tires 
Center vehicle on pads 
Runway lift 
Be sure to apply brakes or chock wheel to avoid vehicle movements 
Hoist will vibrate while going up 
Make sure car is in center of hoist when operating 
Do not lift by wheels on a contact hoist 
Car could slide - 
Never place pads under tires to lift vehicle - 
Center vehicle on hoist 

Hoist is moving up 
Raise vehicle with ramps 
Vibration problem 
Lock arms when lifting on wheels - 
Hoist side move at the same time 
Lift arms - 
Pick up wrong place 
Caution- moving objects 
Improper use - 
- 
Li i  vehicle under frame only 
Always make sure cars are blocked good, in park, brake on - 

Center vehicle before raising hoist 
Do not raise by tires 
Proper pad location - 
- 
Use adapters when necessary 
Properly lift vehicle 
Hoist going up 
Check for proper lift 
Car may roll while lifting 
Vehicle moves when raising 
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#17 - Don't operate hoist if damaged 

Do not lift vehicle without all 4 arms 
Do not use with broken arm contact 
Pad missing - Do not use 
Use only properly, Do not use broken 
Use all 4 pads - 
Make sure all hoist arms are in before driving vehicle on 
Don't use the hoist if its missing parts 
Hoist out of service, repair on left arm 
Hoist unsafe for use - 
Hoist in repair 
Don't use hoist with missing parts - 
Do not use hoist if damaged or parts are missing or broken - 
Do not operate with pad out of place 
Don't use without all 4 arms in place 
Lift inoperable, arm repair 
Arm missing, do not use 
Do not operate with three arms 
Arm on hoist not working 
Broken hoist 
Do not use an unsafe hoist 
Watch out for fall objects 
Out of order 
Broken hoist 
Broken hoist - Do not use 
Do not use, down for repairs, lift broken 
Do not use hoist with broken parts 
Missing arm - 
Do not use hoist if broken or parts missing - 
Do not lift vehicle unless all jacking points are being used - 
Do not use if hoist has missing parts 
Pads improperly set 
Don't use- damaged equipment 
Don't use - needs repair 
Do not use hoist 
Do not use hoist with missing parts 
Do not use if arm is missing 
Do not use hoist - 1 leg missing 
Missing part of equipment 
Do not use with only 3 arms 
Don't use hoist broken 
Do not operate hoist with parts missing 
Do not operate without the right amount of pads 
Do not use broken hoist until properly repaired 
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re #18 - Read lift-related printed material before using 

Read ownef s manual 
Read insttuctions carefully 
Read of manual before operating lift 
Read operator manual first 
Read manual 
Read manual 
Read instruction before operation 
Read manual 
Wear hard hat, and check safety regulation and proper operation of equipment 
Read your owners manual before operating hoist 
Read manual 

Consult manual when in doubt 
Read manual 
Read the operators manual - 
Read operators manual 
Read manual 
Read manual before using lift 
Read manual 
Read operators manual 
Read manual 
Read operators manual 
Always refer to manual 
Read up on hoist 
Read operators manual 
See manual first 
Read instructions 
Know how to use hoist right, Read manual 
Read vehicle manual for proper lifting points 
Watch what you are doing 
Read book 
Read operating manual 
Read instructions 
Read operator's manual 
Read 
Read manual before using hoist 
Read manual first 
Read operator's manual 
Read instructions 
Use operator's manual 
Read manual before using 
Read manual 
Read owners manual before operating 
Read - you'll learn 
Check manual 
Read operator's manual first 
Read instruction before operating 
Read how to use equipment before use 
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e #19 - DonY stand under hoist while it's going up or down 

Subiect- 

Do not stand under vehicle while raising or lowering 
Do not stand under vehicle while lowering or raising vehicle 
No standing - Danger 
Stand clear when in operation 
Know your position when raising or lowering vehicle 
Don't stand under lift while in operation 
Do not stand underneath vehicle while raising or lowering 
Stay out from under the hoist while raising or lowering car 
Don't stand under a hoist that is going up or down 
Never stand under hoist when raising or lowering - 
Don't stand under when coming down or up 
Never get under vehicle when it is being raised or lowered 
Do not stand under vehicle and hoist 
Do not stand under vehicle when raising andlor lowering hoist - 
Do not stand under vehicle when moving up or down 
Do not stand under moving lift 
No one under car when being lifted or lowering 
Do not stand under a moving hoist 
Do not stand under vehicle while raising or lowering 
DonY stand under hoist 
Do not stand under car unless fully raised 
Do not stand under vehicle while going up or down 
Do not stand under hoist 
Don't lower if someone is under the hoist 
Keep away when raising and lowering - 
Warning- Do not stand under lift when going up or down 
Do not stand under vehicle when lifting or letting down 
Hoist too high 
Do not move lift while people are under lift 
Do not stand under hoist when raising or lowering 
Stay clear when raising or lowering 
Do not stand under vehicle during hoist operation 
Don't stand under vehicle when raising or lowering 
Do not raise or lower vehicle if someone is under it 
Do not get under moving hoist 
Stand clear when lowering 
Stand clear when raising and lowering 
Do not stand under hoist when raising or lowering 
Do not stand under vehicle when raisingllowering 
Stand clear when lifting or lowering 
Do not stand under unsecure vehicle on hoist 
Don't stand under when going up or down 
Do not stand under when in motion 
Don't stand under car when raising or lowering 
Do not stand under hoist when raising or lowering 
Stay clear of vehicle while raising or lowering 
Do not stand under hoist that is raising or lowering always set safetys 
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Picture - Don't shake vehicle 

Do not raise vehicle if not secure on hoist 
Do not use when car is unstable 
Unstable load- Do not lift 
Do not lift unstable vehicle 
Make sure vehicle is stabilized 
No lift 
Always center vehicle properly on hoist to avoid movement 
Don't let car teetertotter on hoist 
Don1 operate hoist with not all hoist arms in place 
Never rock car while on hoist 
Car could be shaky on hoist 
Car not safe on rack 
Stay away from unstable rocking vehicles on hoists 
Do not let vehicle bounce 
Lift vehicles only when stable and evenly supported 
Do not leave hoist unattended 
Do not make vehicle unstable when on hoist 
Do not rock car - 
Do not lift misaligned car on hoist 
Do not raise vehicle if not steady 
Don't run car on hoist 
Do not shake 
Do not shake vehicle 
Set up wrong - car will fall 
Make vehicle secure 
Do not shake 
Make sure car is not shaky - 
Avoid excessive rocking or vehicle when on hoist 
Make sure arms are in right place 
Set lift properly 
Do not rock car on hoist 
Center vehicle on hoist 
Do not shake vehicle while up on hoist 
Do not lift when hoist wiggles 
Do not operate hoist if vehicle shakes when lifting or lowering 
Balance vehicle properly 
Don't use hoists without supports 
Incorrect hoist usage 
Do not run vehicle on hoist 
Do not bounce vehicle 
Do not shake vehicle 
Do not use hoist like this 
Car unproperly supported by lift 
Do not shake while vehicle in air 
Don't shake car while on hoist 
Hoist unsafe 
Don't run car while it's on the hoist 
Do not work on a vehicle which is not stable on the hoist 
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e #PI - Read instructions and safety material before using 

Read operators manual 
Read instructions 
Read before operating lift 
Read operators manual before use 
Read manual 
Operator's manual 
Always read operator's manual before operating equipment 
Use manual 
Read operator's manual 1 st before operating equipment 
Operator's manual location 
Read - 
Always use operator's manual when needed 
Read book 
Read your operator manual - 
Read operator's manual 
Read operator's manual for proper operation 
Read manual before operating lift 
Read operator's manual 
Read operator's manual 
Read before using 
Instruction book 
If you have any questions refer to operator's manual 
Read operators 
(Refer to) 
See manual first 
Read instructions before using 
Read this to know how to run your lift properly 
Read operators manual for manufacturer's suggested lifting points 
Instructions user's Bible- Hoist capacity, Hoist capability 
Read 
Read operator's manual 
Refer to operators manual 
Location of operator' s manual 
See operator's manual 
Read operator's manual before using 
Always consult operatots manual 
Check operators manual for specific requirements 
Use operator's manual for further information 
Consult operator's manual - 
Read manual 
Operator's manual 
Read operator's manual before using equipment 
Check manual 
Read manual before using 

Read operator's manual before use of equipment - 
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Picture - Use jack stands when removing heavy parts 

Support vehicle with jack stands if changing vehicle weight distribution while on hoist 
Use support stands when removing engine 
Support load when servicing 
Always support car when working on 
Use helper stands 
Support car when transferring weight 
Use additional support for vehicle when performing heavy component changes 
Use safety stands when pulling motors or installing 
Use safety stands for more support when changing an engine 
Always use jack stands when pulling motors 
Use jack stands when changing weight of car on hoist 
Make sure jack stands are in right spots 
Use proper support in proper locations when working on vehicles 
Support vehicle in this manner 
Perform engine removaVinstallation only when vehicle is properly supported 
Jack stands are used 
Place securii stands in place when removing engine 
Use stands when removing components 
Support car when removing engine 
Support car when removing engine 
Use safety stands 
Support car with safety stands 
Support with stands when removing engine 
Always use safety stands when vehicle is on the hoist 
Wrong stands 
Watch for obstnrctions 
Use of supports when removing engines 
Support ends of vehicle is necessary to off balance by removing heavy weight 
Make sure car is supported right when removing large amounts of weight 
Use safety stands for and aft when removing heavy components 
Make sure car is stable - Watch open hood 
Use jack stands 
Use jack stands when working under car 
Use jack stands 
Always use support stands when removing heavy parts from vehicle on hoist 
Use jack stands for support and look out for overhead obstacles 
Use jack stands before removing large parts due to center of gravity change 
Use safety stands 
Use supports when hoisting 
Correct usage of hoist 
Use jack stands or high stands 
Use extra support 
Support vehicle properly 
Use safety stands at both ends of vehicle when using this hoist 
Support car with jack stands 
Support vehicle ends when removing engine 
Use high horses when removing an engine 
Stand required under front and rear of car 
Use jack stands for stabilizing car 
Properly support vehicles when removing heavy engine components 
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Picture - Run away if vehicle starts to fall 

Get away from vehicle if slips 
Run away when car is falling 
Danger - Move away 
Stand clear of falling cars 
Move away from direction a vehicle is falling 
Get away from falling car 
If car begins to fall stay away 
If the hoist drops - run to the high side or away from the bw side 
If car is falling or unstable get out of the way 
Move in opposite direction of falling cars 
If car slides - move out 
Car not set right 
Get away from hoist of a vehicle is being lost 
Run 
If vehicle becomes unstable stay clear of hoist 
Watch for falling cars 
If car is falling get the h- out of the way 
Do not near unstable vehicles 
Leave lift area when car may fall 
If car falls get out of the way 
Move in opposite direction if vehicle slides 
Stay clear if moving 
Run opposite of falling car 
If car shifts or sways, get out of the way 
Car falling 
Set hoist before raising 
Car falls - run opposite way 
Get away if vehicle is falling or tipping 
Stand clear of falling car, get help 
Stay clear of hoist area if vehicle starts to fall 
Stay away from unstable car, make sure anns are in right spot 
Run 
Run opposite way car is falling 
Get clear if vehicle falls 
Stay clear of hoist while lifting vehicle 
If car starts to fall get away from it 
If vehicle falls run away from hoist 
Get out from under vehicle if hoist slips 
If car starts falling - get out quick 
Danger - Hoist set incorrectly car falling 
Do not try to stop falling car, get out of the way 
Emergency escape route 
Stand clear when car is falling . 
Stand in safe area when hoisting vehicle 
Car falling off hoist "run" 
Car starting to fall - Move away 
If car falls move away quickly 
Hoist unsafe to work under 
Stay away from improperly positioned cars on hoist 
If vehicle shifts of falls run in opposite direction 
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e W4 - Don7 stand under the hoist while raising or lowering 

S u b i e c t -  

Do not work under vehicle while raising or lowering 
Do not lay under car when working on hoist 
Danger - Move away when lowering lift 
Stand clear from moving vehicle 
Use safety locks and stands 
Caution - vehicle can drop 
Do not be under car when it's falling 
Don't get under car while lowering hoist 
Don? work on your back - If hoist goes all the way up use it when it is all the way up 
Never lay under car when running while car is raised 
Don't sit under car 
Car coming down 
Never lay down when a vehicle is coming down, under it - it could kill you 
Don't sit under vehicle and hoist 
Do not do sit down operation under hoisted vehicle 
Don't lay under cars 
Don't lay under car when car is coming down 
Do not stay under lowering vehicles: use safety locks 
Do not work under car when lowering 
Do not stay under car while hoist is moving 
Do not stand under vehicle while lowering 
Stay clear if moving 
Do not lay under partially raised car - 
Do not sit under hoist 
Don't lay under vehicle 
Do not stand under hoist when not locked 
Make sure area is clear before mving up or down 
Don't lay under car, lift all the way up and stand to do work 
Never let vehicle down, if area is not clear of personnel 
Never get under car being lowered 
Stop lift 
Do not lay down under car 
Stay clear when raising vehicle 
Do not work under vehicle while it is up on the hoist 

Do not lower vehicle while under car 
Stay out from under moving hoist 
Don't stand or be under hoist when lowering 
No sitting under car locks on hoist not set car falling 
Do not lay under hoist 
Do not stand under vehicle when lowering 
Stand clear when lowering car 
Stand clear when lowering vehicle 
No laying under hoist - hoist coming down, hit technician 
Do not work under car when coming down 
Don't stand under vehicle while lowering hoist 
Do not stand under hoist when it is being lowered 
Stay away while car is coming down - 
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Picture - Use of auxiliary adapters might affect hoist capacity 

Do not raise unstable vehicle 
Above ground drive on lift 
Raise with weigM positioned evenly 
Set brake so car can not move or lift 
Block wheels 
Runway lift 
Apply parking brake or chock wheels before raising car 
Hoist may vibrate while going up 
Use full length hoist if car is running 
Make sure car is secure on hoist when raising 

Car going up 
Don? raise vehicle when it shakes on hoist 
Vehicle bouncing 
Center vehicle on hoist - 
Vehicle is going up 
Raise vehicle with ramps 
Lift by wheels 
Car will jounce while hoist is going up - 
Pad move at same time 
Do not shake car 
Make sure car is secure on hoist 
Beware when going up 
Lift here 
Do not shake 
Make sure car does not roll - 
Use extenders where required 
Make sure car is blocked good or in park with brake on 

No rocking or rolling of vehicle - 
Support stand locations - 
Center vehicle on hoist before lifting 
Secure vehicle before raising 
Hoist vehicle with wheels blocked 

Start car then raise 
Do not move vehicle while on lift 
Use adapters when necessary 
Put vehicle in park when hoisting 
Car not in park and rolling back and forth on hoist 
Check centering of car before raising fully 
Vehicle will roll if not secured - 
Use the proper hoist while testing running condition - 
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re - Don't exceed weight capacity 

Do not attempt to secure unbalanced vehicles 
Run away when car falling 
No standing - Unstable load 
Stay away from unstable bads 
Don't overload one end of vehicle 
Don't lift loaded vehicles 
Do not put trucks with heavy loads on hoist 
Don't raise twcks while loaded 
DonY overbad hoist and stay out of the way if it starts to fall 
Never lift uneven load injury may result 
Don't' try to hold car up - Move out 
Car falling to the rear 
Never get under vehicle with mislocated load 
Check load on vehicle 
Do not go under unevenly supported vehicles 
Watch for rear heavy loads 
Don't try to support an unbalanced vehicle 
Do not overload: distribute weight evenly 
Do not try to support truck when overloaded 
Do not lift loaded trucks 
Do not raise vehicle with uneven load 
Don't overload car when lifting 
Unbalanced load 
Do not stand underneath unstable vehicle 
Do not overload hoist with people under 
Don't use if not balanced 
Improperly used 
Do not off balance vehicle - 
Remove balast before lifting vehicle - do not overload hoist 
You can't stop or hold back unstable load - 
No heavy loads on hoist 
Unbalanced load may tip 
Excessive loads may cause vehicle imbalance during lifting 
Do not raise with lopsided load 
Do not lift over ballasted vehicles 
Vehicle not balanced properly 
Don't hoist vehicle with unbalanced load - it could fall 
Don't lift from improper lift point or uneven weight distribution 
Do not lift uneven or loaded vehicles 
Make sure vehicle is equally balanced 
Do not lift loaded trucks 
Do not lift overloaded or unevenly loaded vehicles 
Truck improperly supported, technician trying to hold truck up 
Do not raise vehicle when poorly loaded e.g. tail heavy 
Balance weight before lifting or don't lift vehicle that is end heavy 
Rear of vehicle too heavy for hoist 
Make sure vehicle has an even load before raising up 
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Picture - Keep feet from underneath hoist 

Resbanse 
Keep feet from under hoist 
Keep away from hoist when car is coming down 
Danger - Do not stand near hoist when lowering 
Stand clear of moving lift 
Know your position when lowering vehicle 
Watch your feet 
Do not stand next to vehicle when lowering 
Keep feet clear of hoist arms 
Watch for hoist coming down, stay out of the way 
Stand clear when lowering hoist 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear of hoist 
Don't get your foot caugM under hoist 
Keep clear of hoist when lowering vehicle 
Keep feet clear of hoist at all times 
Warning: floor runners, watch feet 
Watch feet position when letting hoist down 
Keep feet away from lowering arms 
Keep feet out from under hoist 
Watch your feet 
Keep feet away when lowering or raising hoist 
Keep feet away 
Watch when lowering hoist, danger to feet 
Watch out when lowering hoist 
Hoist drop on feet 
Danger foot hazard 
Keep feet away when lowering 
Watch feet 
Watch your feet hoist comes to floor 
Stand clear.of hoist area when letting vehicle down 
Watch feet while lowering hoist 
Watch your feet 
Stand clear of hoist when lowering 
Keep feet clear of hoist 
Keep feet clear when lowering vehicle 
Keep feet clear 
Keep clear of pinch points 
Keep feet clear from under hoist 
Stand clear when lowering 
Keep clear - all hands, feet and other body parts 
Keep hands and feet clear of hoist 
Do not stand under moving hoist 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear of hoist when lowering 
Technician let hoist down on foot 'no brains" 
Watch your feet when lowering 
Keep feet away while lowering vehicle 
Keep body clear of hoist when lowering 
Keep feet clear of car and hoist while lowering 
Keep feet from under vehicle when being lowered 
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Picture - Always use proper vehicle pickup points 

Do not secure, hoist off center 
Frame contact lift 
Support load evenly 
Check your pads 
Use correct contact points 
Frame lift 
Make sure hoist contacts frame before lifting vehicle - 
Make sure hoist arms are in proper places 
Make sure contacts are in place - 
Make sure pad set right 
Center vehicle on hoist properly 
Lifting point 
Center vehicle on hoist 
Car in air 
Be sure of pad position when operating 
Be sure arms contact frame - 
Center of gravity - 
Lift on frame 
Shows support a m  lift on frame 
Vehicle frame lift points 
Set up wrong 
Set hoist properly 
Use of extention pads 
Set pads properly - 
Check center of gravity of vehicle before lifting 
Rear arms 
Setting hoist properly 
Use proper lifting location 

- 
Check pickup points 
Center lift arms - 
Proper placement of lift pads 
Improper use 
Use proper lift points 
Make sure pads are set correctly 
Lifting points - 
No jack stands for safety, but show me a shop that uses them 
Check frame contacts 
Position post here for proper lifting - 
Position hoist pads in proper place 
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W r e  4@ - Use jack stands 

Do not use jack stands to secure hoist 
Use support stands when necessary 
Support load 
Support your work 
Use safety stands 
Support vehicle 
Use stands to support vehicle 
Use safety stands 
Use jack stands 
Always use jack stands when working under raised hoist 
Use jack stands 
Make sure jack stands are set right 
Use extra adequate support when needed- properly loaded 
Support vehicle 
Use safety stands 
No fbor jack's 
Place security stands in place 
Use stands in pairs 
Do not leave stands under car unattended or when lowering 
Jack stands on inside of hoist 
Do not use ladders under hoist 
Safety stand needed 
Use jack stands to support vehicle 
Always use safety stands when vehicle is on hoist 
No jack stands 
Don't leave 0 b s t ~ ~ t i o n  under vehicle 
Use of supports of stands 
Do not leave things under car when on hoist 
Jack stands in use 
Use approved safety stands before doing any maintenance on vehicle 
Watch stands could tip car if lowered 
Use jack stands 
Jack stands required 
Use safety stands 
Use support stands while hoist is raised 
Use jack stands 
Keep jack stands clear when lowering - 
Supports necessary when working on hoisted vehicle 
Use jack stands for proper use 
Use high stands 
Use extra support 
Support vehicle properly 
Properly support vehicle 
Supports too low, not touching vehicle 
Use two support stands 
Position high horses evenly under vehicle 
Use safety stands 
Use safety stands while car is up 
Properly support vehicle when working on large components 
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re #3Q - Use proper vehicle pickup points 

Means nothing to me 
Tire contact point lift 
Center hoist on suspensions 
Check wheel base 
Block wheels 
Rotate - 
Rock the vehicle 
Dual axle hoists 
Center front and rear wheels when driving on hoist 

- 
Rotation of tires 
Where to spot wheels of vehicle 
Lift front and rear of hoist evenly 
Car in forward 
Raise vehicle by axles 
Center wheels 
Axle lift only - 
Do not roll vehicle 
Four wax adjuct mount 
L i i  points on axle 
Vehicle axle lift points - 
Set hoist at these points 
Use of front and rear axles 
Set pads here 
Hoist picks car up by axle 
Move vehicle fore and aft to line up on hoist 
Axle contact 
Wheel base 

- 
Lift points of vehicle - 
Lift from front and rear axles 
Rotate front to rear or pad lift points 
Use proper lift points - 
Lifting points - 
Four wheel drive 
Lift points - 
- 
Make sure wheel base of vehicle is enough for this hoist 
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Pjcture - Use extenders when needed 

Use fold up stands to keep vehicle level 
Use height adapters when required 
Support load evenly 
Pick up your bad evenly 
Use correct contact points 
Frame lift 
Use blocks on vehicles with high frames 
Use upper step on hoist arms 
When raising trucks use extention arms 
Make sure contacts are in correct position - 
Pad lift are in 
Proper centering of truck on hoist 
Where to lift vehicle 
Center vehicle on hoist 
Secure rear post 
Be sure of pad position 
Use adapters for tmcks and vans 
Needs extentions 
Center of gravity 
Use hoist with pads in up position 
Pads on frame 
Lift points on frame 
How to lift up a truck 
Set up wrong place 
Center vehicle on lift 
Use of adapters - 
Warning - picked up by frame 

Stands up in rear - 
Use proper extentions on hoist 
Use hoist pad at right location 
Lift vehicle only on proper lifting points 
Check pickup points 
Center vehicle and arms before lifting - 
Proper placement of lift pads 
Proper pad placement 
Use hoist extentions 
Do not use extra lift blocks 
Use proper pads for vehicle 
Use proper supports when hoisting trucks 
Possible truck supported with proper adapters 
Use spacer blocks to keep vehicle level 
Use truck adapters when lifting trucks 
Inspect hoist mounts to vehicle 
Use pad extensions on trucks 
Do not use wood blocks to lift a vehicle 
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Picture - Read instructions and safety manual before operating 

Do not operate without instructions 
Do not operate without knowing 
Do not operate unless qualified 
If you don't know - Don't do 
Read operator's manual 
Don1 operate till you read manual 
Don't operate hoist unless you know how to 
Don't use hoist unless you know what you are doing 
Know what you are doing before operating a hoist 
Know how to operate your hoist 
Be sure you know how to operate hoist 
Don't forget which way - up or down 
Don't raise vehicle without watching what you are doing 
Do not stand in front of vehicle while lifting 
Do not use hoist unless you have adequate experience - 
Do not operate hoist when in doubt 
Do not operate without proper knowledge 
Don't lift when uncertain 
Know how to operate 
Do not use hoist if not trained 
Don't stand under car 
Think before lifting car, watch when lifting 
Do not operate hoist if you have an questions 
Do not operate if not know 
Know how to use before operating 
Do not use if not experienced 
Unexperienced people do not use 
Don't forget direction - right up, left down 
Never operate hoist unless properly trained 
Not sure didn't release safety 
Do not use lift unless you know what you are doing 
Know how to operate hoist before using 
Read instructions 
Read instruction manual before using hoist - 
Do not operate if you don? know how 

Don't use if you don't know how 
Don't use until qualified 
Do not operate unless you know how 
Do not use hoist without knowledge 
Read instructions first 
Do not operate hoist without proper knowledge 
Technician unfamiliar with equipment 
Do not use if you don't know what you are doing 
Untrained persons shouldn't use hoist equipment 
Do not operate hoist without reading instructions 
Don't operate hoist without knowledge of the equipment 
Do not operate the equipment unless you have been properly trained 
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m e  #33 - Don't exceed weight capacity 

Overloaded vehicle may cause damage to hoist 
Do not use damaged rack 
Danger - Unstable load - damage may occur 
Do not pick up loaded vehicles 
Don't overload one end of vehicle 
Don't raise loaded vehicles 
Trucks with loads can exceed load liml of hoist 
Don't lift trucks while loaded 
Don't overload a hoist 
Do not overload hoist capacity 
Do not overtoad hoist 
Hoist bent from load 
Never raise overloaded truck/vehicle on hoist 
Not to lift vehicle when loaded 
Support hoist load evenly 
Watch weight in rear of vehicle 
Do not raise vehicle when excess load is in the back 
Do not overload 
Overweighted or unbalanced 
Do not lift loaded trucks 
Do not lift loaded vehicles 
Center car 
Do not use with uneven load 
Do not lift vehicles with heavy loads 
Overloaded 
Don't overload 
Overloaded 
Don't lift trucks with weight in back which will off balance vehicle 
Don't lift with load unbalanced 
Do not overload hoist beyond normal lifting capacity 
Overloaded uneven load using wrong hoist unload before using hoist 
Heavy weight on rear 
Do not lift vehicle with ballast 
Over weighted loads may tip 
Excessive loads may cause vehicle imbalance during lifting 
Do not pick up unbalanced vehicle 
Do not overload hoist damaging hoist 
Too heavy for hoist 
Unbalanced load could cause hoist to fail 
Don't overload 
Do not lift loaded or uneven vehicles 
Do not lift vehicle with extra load 
Do not lift loaded vehicle 
Do not hoist loaded trucks 
Dummy forgot to unload truck and technician is crazy for putting it on hoist - broken hoist 
Poor loads can break hoist 
Overloading of hoist could cause hoist to fall 
May damage hoist if overloaded 
Warning - Unsafe bad will result in hoist failure or breakage of equipment 
Exceeding hoist capacity could cause damage to equipment and personal injury 
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e #34 - Only trained operator should use 

Do not set hoist pads without proper knowledge 
Do not use without knowing 
Do not walk near when unattended 
If you don't know don't do 
Read operatots manual 
Read manual 
Do not operate hoist if uncertain about proper procedure 
Don't use hoist unless you know what your doing 
Don't use hoist until you check to see what the problem is and if it is fixed 
Know what to look for when problems arise 
If you don't understand find out 
Front pads not out 
Don't leave hoist raised and/or with pads inward 
Do not leave hoist 
Do not leave hoist in raised position unless it is supporting a vehicle - 
Do not operate pad position is unknown 
Do not operate without proper knowledge 
Hoist inoperable 
Do not leave hoist in up position 
Do not use hoist if not properly trained 
Check manual 
Do not lift empty hoist - 
- 
Don't operate without vehicle 
Inoperable 
Do not leave pads in air may walk into 
Don't forget how to set car on hoist 
Do not use hoist unless properly trained 
Hoist up - pull arms straight 
Do not use 
Do not leave hoist raised with no vehicle 
Do not use hoist without instructions 
Know where lift points are for each vehicle 
Do not leave lift up when not in use 
Do not use if you don't know how 
Read manual before using 
Don't use if you don't know how 
Don't use until instructed upon operation of hoist 
Do not operate unless you know how - 
Read instructions before operating 
Do not operate hoist without proper knowledge of operation 
Unfamiliar with hoist 
Do not use if you don't know what you are doing 
Don't use hoist unless familiar with equipment - 
Don't leave hoist in a raised position without a vehicle on it - 
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mm - Unauthorized people not allowed 

Do not allow bystanders near hoist 
Authorized personnel only 
No customers when in use 
Stay clear of work area 
Workers only 
No customers under lift 
Do not play around a car when on hoist 
No customers under hoist 
Don't let customers or others stand or come near hoist 
No customers allowed in hoist area 
Keep people away 
No customers around car when up in air 
Don't allow customers under hoists 
Do not let customers under vehicle 
No customers under raised vehicles 
No unauthorized people around hoist 
Do not operate with pedestrians around 
Authorized personnel only 
No unauthorized personnel near lift 
Employ only by lift 
Do not allow unauthorized people under vehicle while on hoist 
No children in shop 
Do not have people around hoist 
Do not let customers or kids near car while on hoist 
No other operator hoist 
No playing under hoist 
Keep people not authorized away 
OSHA regulations no uninsured people in hoist area 
Warning - no customers under car while in air 
Keep all personnel clear of hoist area 
Don't dance under hoist - no eye glasses, stay clear car on hoist - 
Authorized personnel only in hoist area 
Stay clear of vehicle being raised 
Avoid standing under vehicle while it is in the air 
Do not have meeting under raised vehicles 
Keep others clear while using hoist 
Keep customers outside work area 
Unsafe for public to be around (hazardous area) 
Hazardous area - Don? enter 
No customers friends ... under hoist 
Do not let other people around raised car (unauthorized persons) 
No unsupervised persons 
Do not have unsupervised people under hoisted vehicle 
Keep customers away from area their very accidental people with big lawyers if they get 
hurt 
Keep non-working people away when in use 
Don't allow customers to go under vehicle 
No customers under hoist 
Warning - Keep customers and unauthorized persons away while in a raised position 
Customers are not allowed in the work area 
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- Don't operate if hoist isn't working properly 

Watch for faulty controls 
Do not use without knowing 
Danger - Do not touch 
Watch out for waming signs 
Read operator's manual 
Electrical hazard - 
Know what to do if alarm goes off 
Watch for electricity - Be careful check with operator's manual 
Know your emergency switch - 
Remember safety switch 
Don7 use hoists when you hear waming bell- See what's wrong 
Warning horn 

- 
Be aware of warning systems 
Caution: voltage 
Electrical hazard waming 
Do not leave controls while in operation 
Do not service electrical unless authorized 
Sometimes not work right - 
- 
Watch for warning signs 
Not sure - Don't use - 
Warning - may cause shock 
Do not use defective hoist 
Don't push buttons you don't know - 

- 
Do not use if hoist has electrical problems - 
Don't use if you don't know how, or damaged 
Read instructions before using 
Caution: high voltage - 
- 
This picture get help, turn off power, but not everyone thinks that way - 
Caution - Electrical box - High voltage! - 
Did you forget to shut off power to hoist before leaving 
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e #37 - Periodic inspection required 

Look out for possible damage before using hoist 
Look out for broken pieces 
Check equipment before operation 
Check your hoist before using 
Use safety glasses 
Look 
lnspect hoist arrns occasionally for wear 
Check hoist for damage before using 
Left front hoist a n  missing - Don'l use 
Visual inspection 
Keep your eyes open 
I see no arm on rack 
Don't use incomplete, or malfunctioning hoists 
lnspect hoist 
Do not use hoist if damaged or missing parts - 
Watch for pad out of position 
lnspect before use 
lnspect lift for problems and maintenance - 
- 
Keep eyes on pads when lifting 
Watch arms for eye damage 
Check hoist for any visible damage 
Watch what you are doing 
Look before you lift 
Broken 
Watch for hoist pads in air - 
Give visual inspection of hoist before using 
Arm missing - be alert 
Watch your head 
Look before entering hoist area - 
Make sure all lifting arms are being used on the vehicle 
Look for hoist pads that are up without vehicles 
lnspect hoist for damaged or missing parts 
Watch each time operating hoist 
Visual inspection required 
Visual inspection required 
lnspect hoist carefully 
lnspect hoist before operating 
lnspect before using 
Watch for proper position of hoist arms 
Look to make sure all equipment is intact before using 
Check your lift arrns 
Look for any equipment problem before using 
lnspect hoist before using 
Check all working parts of hoist before use 
Visually inspect your equipment before each use 
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e #38 - Use proper vehicle pickup points 

Raise vehicle between front and rear wheels on body 
Tire contact hoist 
Pad position proper lift 
Lift here 
Use correct contact points 
Position arms 
Contact frame at these points on vehicle when lifting 
Pick up car from points between front and rear wheels 
Proper lift points for hoist and or car 
Contact points - 
Set pad here 
Locate hoist contact points properly 
Lifting points on vehicle 
Know your lift points on the vehicle you are lifting 
Frame points for raising vehicle 
X'S show jack position 
Contact arms under vehicle as shown by x's 
Lift at these points 
lift contact points 
Use proper lift points on vehicle 
Lift points 
Lift points 
Vehicle lift points 
Place pads here 
Lift at these points 
Frame hoist 
Set pads here 
Pick car up at these points only 
Lift vehicle at approved lifting points only 
Put on frame only 
Lift points 
Know proper jack locations - 
Recommended lifting locations - 
Use approved lift points on vehicle 
Correct method to use hoist 
Safe lift points 
Pad lift points 
Proper lifting points (use them) 
Make sure to use correct pad positions 
Lifting points 
Lift vehicle at areas marked with X 
Proper places for hoist support arms 
Use correct lift points 
Lift vehicle after positioning pads at these spots 
Lifting positions 
Make sure hoist pads are positioned in proper place 
Use proper lift points on every vehicle - refer to manual for lift points 
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e #39 - Keep feet clear of hoist while lowering 

Keep feet from under hoist 
Keep feet away 
Danger - Injury may resutt 
Stand clear of moving lift 
Know your position when lowering vehicle 
Watch feet 
Always wear steel toed boots when operating hoist 
Keep feet clear of hoist am 
Don't stand under hoist or have feet under hoist 
Keep feet clear of hoist contacts when lowering 
Watch your feet 
Rack coming down on foot 
Don't get foot caught under lowering hoist arms 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear of hoist at all times 
Keep feet from under hoist 
Be aware of foot position to avoid injury 
Keep feet from under lift arms 
Keep feet from under lift 
Watch your feet 
Keep feet away when lowering vehicle 
Keep feet away from pads 
Watch for foot when lowering 
Watch your feet when hoist is lowered 
Watch for pads 
Foot hazard 
Keep feet away 
Watch feet 
Watch your feet when hoist comes to floor 
Stand clear of hoist area while letting vehicle down 
Watch feet while lowering hoist 
Watch your feet 
Do not stand under hoist when lowering - Keep feet clear 
Keep feet away from hoist 
Keep feet clear when lowering vehicle 
Beware of where your feet are 
Keep feet clear of pinch points 
Keep feet clear 
Stand clear 
Keep clear 
Keep feet clear 
Keep feet clear of hoist 
Keep feet clear 
Wear safety shoes 
Hoist coming down - stay clear, keep feet away if you are normal 
Watch your feet around hoist arms 
Don't put your feet under hoist pads 
Stand clear of hoist when lowering 
Warning - Keep feet clear of hoist while its coming down 
Keep feet out from under hoist 
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m e  #4Q - Periodic inspection required 

- 
Hard hat required working on hoist 
Wear safety equipment when working on lift 
Wear hard hat when working under car 
Wear hard hat 
Technician only 
Always wear protective helmet when repairing car on hoist 
Wear a bump hat while working with hoist 
Wear hard hat when working in this area 

- 
Approach vehicle straight on 
Wear hard hat 
Use proper safety equipment working on hoisted vehicles - 
Wear a hard hat when operating 
Wear hard hat - 
- 
Hard hat needed 

- 
Wear hard hat 
Partial lift for easy access - 
- 
Wear hard hat when performing any repairs under vehicle 
Wear hat - 

Wear a hard hat 
Use proper safety equipment when working around hoist 

- 
Hard hat area or hoist maintenance required 
Hard hat area 
Wear hard hat when working on vehicle 
Wear proper safety equipment 
Use proper safety equipment 
Use proper safety equipment 
Wear hard hat when working on junk unless you are past that stage of life - 
Wear a hard hat while working under vehicle 
Use bump hat when working under vehicle 
Wear a hard hat when working under a vehicle 
Hard hat use required 
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m r e  #41- Use jack stands when removing heavy objects 

Do not lift unbalanced vehicles 
Must be stable when working 
Unsafe - do not lift 
Do not work unsupported 
Use safety stands 
Lift properly positioned 
Do not remove heavy components from vehicle without supporting it 
Don't lower car while there is something under it 
Use support jacks when changing an engine 
Always use jack stands when working under car 
Do not use for engine removal 
Do not leave objects under cars when lowering 
Don't leave objects under vehicle on hoist 
Watch for weight change on vehicle 
Don't have vehicle raised on hoist for engine removal - 
Do not tip car over with object under car 
Keep weight distributed evenly 
Do not lower car with obstacles underneath 
Do not remove engines without proper support 
Do not tilt vehicle 
Balance car on hoist 
Load off center 
Do not place any objects under vehicle while on hoist 
Remove garbage 
Look before lowering 

Do not pull heavy weight from vehicle when unbalanced 

Do not remove heavy components unless safety stands are used fore and aft 
Car on hoist wrong, large load take out of front made car unstable 
Proper lift points 
Make sure vehicle is positioned on hoist before lifting 
Unbalanced loads may tip 
Removing heavy parts from vehicle on hoist may cause tipping 
Do not leave things under vehicle 
Watch for center of gravity changes when removing large parts 
Watch objects placed under hoist 
Keep under hoist clear 
Don't use unless you are using proper supports 
Do not have car lifted when pulling motor 
Be sure vehicle is balanced when removing weight 
Properly support vehicle 
Do not use without proper safety stands 
Tech installed motor, motor fell out, then car fell off hoist, normal condition 
Do not remove engines 
Don't remove engine without supporting rear of vehicle 
Read of vehicle may be too heavy 
Warning - Do not raise vehicle unless it's level 
Do not remove major components without supporting vehicle properly 
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re #42 - Don? exceed weight capacity of hoist 

Do not lift heavy truck 
Do not overload hoist 
Unstable load - Overweight - Danger 
Do not overload 
Don? overload hoist 
Don1 lift unless properly positioned 
Do not lift trucks on this hoist 
No dual axle trucks on hoist 
Center vehicle on hoist - Don't overload 
Never overload hoist capacity 
Not a tmck hoist 
No heavy trucks 
Use the correct hoist for the size of vehicle 
Vehicle not for this hoist 
Do not lift heavy truck on this hoist 
Load must be evenly distributed 
Do not overload hoist 
Distribute weight evenly: Do not overload 
Do not lift oversized or overweight vehicles 
Do not lift off center of gravity 
Do not tilt vehicle 
Don't overload hoist 
Load off center 
Do not overload hoist 
Too large vehicle 
Don't overload 
Uneven load 
Do not lift big trucks on small hoist 
No oversized trucks on this hoist 
Do not lift trucks on this hoist 
Need axle hoist uneven load 
Proper lift p in ts  
Do not lift truck on car hoist 
Too heavy for hoist 
Make sure hoist is capable of lifting the vehicle 
Do not raise vehicles not intended for hoist to lift 
Don't lift vehicles that are overweight for the hoist 
Too heavy for hoist 
Don? overload hoist 
Don't overload 
Do not lift objects too heavy for hoist 
Do not overload hoist 
Do not lift trucks 
Do not hoist trucks on this hoist 
Truck not on hoist properly 
Do not lift heavy trucks 
Don't over-weight hoist with large trucks 
Vehicle too large for hoist 
Warning - Do not overload hoist 
Do not lift vehicles not suited for hoist 



APPENDIX D 
INJURY STATISTICS 

This appendix contains statistics related to occupational injury and illness. 
Since specific data related to garage lift injuries is not available, the overall industry 
data is used to get a general sense of where and how automobile related injuries 
OCCU r. 
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IN JURY STATISTICS 
Specific data on injuries due to garage lifts is not available as previously 

mentioned in the Introduction. However, general indust level data does appear in 
ent Fac& (National Safety Council, 1988), and the 'Y; ureau of Labor Statistics 

Supplementary Data System did give some related general statistics. Table 1 shows 
occupational injury and illness incidence data by industry with summary statistics 
given for the Standard industrial Classification (SIC) codes of interest here, 55, 
Automobile Dealers and Service Stations, and 75, Auto Repair, Services, and 
Garages. In most cases the numbers reported for these categories are below the 
national average, though the differences are usually not large. 

Table 1 ,  BLS Estimates of Occupational Injury and Illness incidence Rates, 1986 

SIC Total Lost Nonfatal Lost 
Code Cases Workday Cases Workdays 

Cases Wlo Lost 
jndustrv Workdavs 
Agriculture, Forestry 

& Fishing 0 1-09 1 1.2 5.6 5.6 93.6 
Mining 1 0-1 4 7.4 4.1 3.2 125.9 
Construction 1 5-1 7 15.2 6.9 8.3 134.5 
Manufacturing 20-399 10.6 4.7 5.9 85.2 
Transportation & 

Public Utilities 40-492 8.2 4.8 3.4 102.1 
Wholesale & Retail 
Trade 50-59 7.7 3.3 4.3 54.0 

Automotive Dealers 
& Service 
Stations 5 5  7 .1  2.7 4.4 4 8.1 

Finance, insurance 
& Real Estate 60-65 2.0 0.9 1 .I 17.1 
Services 70-89 5.3 2.5 2.7 43.0 
Auto Repair 

& Garaaes 75  .2 54.7  
Ave rage 67:; 33.6 3 4 1 3 6  65.8 

Source: National Safety Council, 1988. p 41 -43 
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Tables 2 and 3 show the subcodes that make up SIC codes 55 and 75. Within 
code 55 there are two subcodes for which automotive lift use is common -- 551, New 
and Used Motor Vehicle Dealers, and 554, Service Stations. Within code 75 the 
subcode of interest is 753, Automotive Repair Shops, and all subcodes below it (7531, 
7534, 7535,7538, and 7539). 

Table 2, Subcodes of SIC 55, Auto Dealers and Service Stations 

lndustrv 
Motor Vehicle Dealer, New and Used 
Motor Vehicle Dealer, Used Only 
Auto and Home Supply Stores 
Service Stations 
Boat Dealers 
Recreational Vehicle Dealers 
Motorcycle Dealers 
Auto Dealers Not Elsewhere Classified 

Table 3, Subcodes of SIC 75, Auto Repair and Garages 

SIC Code 
751 

Industrv 
Automotive Rental & Leasing Without Drivers 
Automotive Parking 
Automotive Repair Shops 

Top & Body Repair Shops 
Tire Retreading and Repair Shops 
Paint Shops 
General Auto Repair Shops 
Gen. Auto Repair, Not Classified 

Auto Services Except Repair 

While the intent of this project was not to develop such detailed statistics, some 
effort was made to retrieve that information from the U.S. Department of Labor (Bureau 
of Labor Statistics). Phone conversations with them (Biddle, 1989; Johnson, 1989) 
revealed that some relevant statistics were available from the Supplementary Data 
System. That program aggregates state workmen's compensation data for 23 states. 
The data are somewhat flawed as each state uses slightly different criteria to decide 
when a claim should be filed (anywhere from 1-8 days of disability) and further, the 
reporting schemes vary from state to state. However, the claims are in a database and 
can be retrieved. 

Shown in Tables 4-7 are data on the causes of injuries, the nature of the injury, 
the body part injured, and the type of injury. These data are for 1986, the most recent 
year available. Readers should bear in mind that these data reflect injuries associated 
with all sources, not just lifts. It is possible that more specific information could be 
obtained by purchasing the Supplementary Data System tapes from NTlS and writing 
a program to search the raw data. However, such was beyond the scope of this 
project. 
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Table 4, Causes of Injuries 

--- Number of lniuries for Each SIC --- . - a 

Cause 551 554 7531 7534 7535 7538 7539  
boxes 524 579 42 6 3 65 68 - -  - -  

chemicals 
hand tools 
machines 
metal items 
vehicles 
wood items 
working surfaces 
Misc. classified . . 
~lon-&.sslfled 
Total 

Table 5, Nature of Injury 

e of Iniwv 
amputations 
heat burns 
chem burns 
bruises 
cuts 
fractures 
abrasions 
sprainslstrains 
illnesses 
other 

- -  Number of Injuries for Each SIC --- 
551 554 7531 7534 7535 7538 7539  

23 25 4 - 1 20 10 
281 318 31 1 - 88 56 
130 85 10 - 2 17 7 
787 502 50 20 5 178 124 

1641 643 191 25 10 286 273 
872 597 90 38 12 246 122 
664 167 106 7 10 133 139 

4059 1749 369 116 28 683 489 
442 187 75 7 3 65 50 
923 553 104 31 5 225 123 

non-classified 722 503 75 15 4 113 87 
Total 10544 5328 1105 260 80 2053 1480 

Table 6, Body Parts Injured 

---Number of Injuries for each SIC--- 
Bodv Parts lniured 551 554 7531 7534 
eyes 923 254 153 8 
headlneck 592 423 
fingers 1147 451 
upper extremities 1404 725 
Back 2453 1069 
Trunk 1039 542 
lower extremities 1820 1077 
mult. body parts 878 628 
bodv svsiems 199 108 ~, -, - * ~ ,  - - - - 

pon-class~f~able 89 5 1 
Total 10544 5328 
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Table 7, Type of Accident 

---Number of Injuries for each SIC--- 
~e of Accident 551 554 7531 7534 7535 7538 7539  

struck bylagainst 2742 1518 293 69 20 614 450 
fall 1354 973 136 24 15 227 147 
caught inlunder 490 255 38 16 4 111 84 
rubbed or abraded 609 146 187 6 9 122 131 
bodily reaction 1029 393 75 13 5 134 70 
overexertion 2099 1159 280 111 1 556 393 
contact wttemp extremes 266 307 31 1 - 8 1 55 
contact wl radiations 353 148 60 1 4 45 35 
highway motor accidents603 137 30 4 - 66 45 
other classifiable 165 165 11 4 - 33 16 . , n o n - f l  
Total 10544 5328 1105 260 80 2053 1480 

Tables 8 and 9 show the source of illness or injury for both the public and 
private sector. Notice in particular the categories of retail trade and services, as these 
would include car dealerships and service stations. These two categories are not the 
largest sectors but they do represent a sizable percentage. However, it is not clear if 
automotive lift injuries are all classified within the 2600 codes or not. 

Table 8, Source of Injury Codes 

lniurv code Source of laurv of illness 
2600 Hoisting apparatus unspecified 

2625 Hoists (air, chain, electric) 
2650 Jacks (mechanical,hydraulic, air, etc.) 
2699 Hoisting apparatus not elsewhere classified 

Table 9, Source of lnjury by Industry 

---Number of Injuries for Each SIC--- 
private and Public lndustrv Div 2600 2625 7650 2699 
Agriculture,forestry, & fishing - 4 11 39 25 
Mining 14 23 109 366 
Construction 49 11 1 243 233 
Manufacturing 130 384 544 343 
Transportation & public utilities 12 49 245 76 
Wholesale trade 16 48 342 58 
Retail trade 23 150 728 94 
Finance, real estate, insurance - 5 9 10 
Services 26 85 258 225 
Not available 3 2 16 4 

18 50 122 74 
377 868 a 3 3  1434 

Total Private and Public 295 918 2655 1508 
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From these numbers, it is still rather ambiguous how these relate to automotive 
lifts specifically. Despite the lack of lift data, these statistics give a general idea for 
where the automobile industry injuries occur and why. With further analysis, perhaps 
specific lift-related injury data can be extracted. However, this is beyond the scope of 
this project and would only be pursued if further funding was available. 




